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1. Introduction 
This document is designed to meet the requirements of the British Columbia Ministry of 
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) Dam 
Safety Program to prepare a Construction Completion Report for the decommissioning 
of two-dams owned by the City of Trail, by November 15th, 2021. This document is also 
intended to meet the reporting requirements of the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada (DFO) Fisheries Act Authorization condition 3.1.1. to report on the as-
built components of the project before December 1st, 2021.  The City of Trail has fully 
decommissioned the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam (49°03’45.57” N 117°43’55.37” 
W) and the Violin Lake Dam (49°01’42.31” N 117°42’34.77” W), that were built in 1918. 
The dams were removed to eliminate risks to public safety, liability, and high repair and 
maintenance costs.  
 
The City of Trail retained Thomas R. Biebighauser (British Columbia Wildlife Federation) 
& Robin Annschild (Rewilding Water & Earth) to design, manage, implement, supervise 
and direct construction of, and report on the project. The City of Trail also retained Nav 
Sandhu P.Eng. (McElhanney) to provide engineering review of project design and as-
built drawings, as well as Engineering construction inspection. This report describes the 
steps that were taken to decommission the two regulated dams at Violin Lake South and 
Cambridge Creek Reservoir along with associated structures including; construction 
details, as-built drawings and maps, engineering inspections, revegetation details, and a 
post construction monitoring plan.  
 
A separate Environmental Monitoring Report: Mitigating Impacts & Restoring Ecosystem 
Functions for Reptiles, Amphibians and Other Wildlife with an Emphasis on the Western 
Toad (Anaxyrus boreas), has been prepared by Wayne McCrory (RPBio) and Amber 
Peters (BIT). This report provides a detailed compilation of daily environmental 
monitoring results and documentation completed by the environmental monitor 
throughout the project, as well as recommendations for future ecological restoration 
opportunities to support wildlife in the Cambridge and Violin watersheds.  

      
In addition to decommissioning the two-regulated dams and ancillary works, the project 
also restored, enhanced, and protected wetlands, streams, and riparian areas to provide 
for ecosystem function, improve habitat, and connectivity for a diversity of fish, wildlife, 
and Species at Risk.  
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2. Construction Completion Report 

2.1 Construction Summary 
 
● John Howes (City of Trail, Engineering Technician IV) supervised the project. He was assisted 

by Thomas R. Biebighauser (BCWF), Robin Annschild and Miranda Cross (Rewilding Water & 
Earth). One or more of these individuals was onsite directly supervising construction 
operations every day heavy equipment was being used to complete the project. Heavy 
equipment operated for 10 hours/day-7/days/week. Laser levels, laser receivers, measuring 
tapes, and GPS units were used to monitor elevations. Elevations, spatial data, the size and 
hardness of rock, soil texture, and compaction were measured onsite. A penetrometer was 
used to measure soil compaction. Handheld GPS units and the Field Areas Measure GPS 
application were used to collect geospatial  field data on as-built features.  

● Thomas R. Biebighauser, Robin Annschild, and/or Miranda Cross were on site all-day and 
every day that heavy equipment was working to direct and monitor construction 
operations. The heavy equipment operators were paid by the hour under a service contract 
for completing the work. Changes were made on-site as needed to respond to variations in 
site conditions uncovered during construction. The authors have found that this strategy is 
a formula for success. The authors worked in partnership with heavy equipment operators 
to remove the dams and to restore wetlands and streams that will last for years without the 
need for maintenance.  

● Notes describing construction activities were kept by Thomas R. Biebighauser, Robin 
Annschild, and Miranda Cross. Photos and videos were taken showing key construction 
steps that were taken. Updates were emailed to John Howes and Nav Sandhu P.Eng. while 
construction was taking place. The “Let’s Build” APP was used to record notes and to keep 
all informed of construction actions taking place. 

● McElhanney Ltd. (McElhanney) was retained by the City of Trail to provide engineering 
review during decommissioning of the Cambridge Creek and Violin Lake Dams. The schedule 
for the field reviews for each dam decommissioning and new outlet channel construction 
aligned with the project construction schedule to assess the construction mid way through 
the decommissioning of each dam and upon completion as follows:  

• Violin Lake Dam – August 25th, 2021, virtual tour inspection mid way through 

construction. Final Inspection September 14, 2021. 

• Cambridge Creek Dam – September 13 & 14, 2021, mid way through construction. 

Final Inspection (virtual). 

Construction field reviews were completed to assure the construction of the new outlet 
conveyance channels were in general conformance with the proposed engineering design 
drawings. Field reviews  occurred for the Violin Lake Dam, and the Cambridge Dam 
thereafter, according to the construction plan and schedule.  

● All construction activities were directly supervised by the Qualified Environmental 
Professional (QEP) who delegated duties at their discretion to the Environmental Monitors 
(EM). An EM was onsite for all construction activity, with the authority to stop work. QEPs 
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were Wayne McCrory (RPBio) and/or Marge Sidney (RPBio). EMs were Amber Peters (BIT), 
Thomas Biebighauser (BSc, Wetland Restoration Specialist: Wildlife Biologist), Robin 
Annschild (BSc, Wetland Restoration Specialist: Wetland and Wildlife Biologist) and Miranda 
Cross (BSc Wetland Restoration Specialist: Wetland and Wildlife Biologist). 

● The City of Trail retained SNC Lavalin to conduct water quality monitoring for turbidity 
before, during, and after construction. 

● Emergency response plan: The safety of the public and workers was a priority for this 
project. A job hazard analysis was reviewed by all who are working on the project and 
everyone visiting the site each day. All workers and visitors were required to wear Personal 
Protective Equipment and carry VHF radios for communication. Tailgate safety discussions 
were held and documented daily while construction was underway. 

● Construction methods: Construction was accomplished using excavators, dozers, wheel 
loaders, and dump trucks with skilled operators. Sublatus Environmental was the primary 
contractor, with assistance being provided by Impact Trucking and Shopa’s Excavating. 
Contractors were selected using a competitive process approved by the City of Trail and the 
project team. The heavy equipment contracts were awarded based on factors including the 
type of heavy equipment available, experience, past performance, and price. 

● All machinery operated on site was washed and in good repair and free of hydraulic leaks 
and excess surface oil and grease.  All fuel storage containers incorporated secondary 
containment devices. All machinery contained fuel spill kits and was operated by personnel 
trained in spill response. Fueling and servicing of vehicles and equipment occurred a 
minimum of 30 metres away from all streams, lakes and waterbodies and no spills occurred. 

● The following dams were removed: Cambridge Creek Reservoir, Cambridge Creek Reservoir 
Saddle Dam, Cambridge Creek Logging Dam, Violin Lake North Dam, Violin Lake South Dam, 
Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam. Cambridge Creek was restored to flow over the removed 
Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam, Goodeve Creek was restored to flow over the removed 
Violin Lake South Dam, Cambridge Creek was also restored to flow over the Cambridge 
Creek Diversion Dam. The dams were removed to match original valley elevations and 
contours before the dams were built. Original elevations and contours were determined 
from historic engineering drawings, historic contour maps, the presence of old growth tree 
stumps remaining from trees that had been cut, buried topsoil layers, buried tree trunks 
and roots, and buried hydric soils. The dam removals resulted in the restoration of wide 
floodplains and stream channels. A concerted effort was made to ensure that all dams, 
ditches, diversions, and structures were removed. 

● Over 20 different species of native plants were used to vegetate the project area. Native 
seed and plants were collected from the local area and sown and planted by a crew of 4-
professionals, led by Eva Cameron (Rewilding Water & Earth, Revegetation Manager) both 
during and after construction. Areas with high erosion potential were mulched using leaves 
and duff collected by hand from neighboring forested areas. Detailed revegetation 
specifications are provided in this report. 

● Unauthorized use by Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs) had caused significant damage to the 
drained Cambridge Creek Reservoir Basin and the Violin Lake Drawdown zone in 2020. To 
prevent further damage areas were recontoured, compacted soils were made rough and 
loose, and large quantities of coarse woody debris (CWD) were spread across the surface of 
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the ground. In addition, ORV access trails around gates were blocked using boulders and 
large woody debris.   

● Prior to construction, areas identified for high potential of archaeological sites (AOP) were 
marked on the ground with flagging tape and/or stakes; these areas were avoided and 
protected during construction. In two of the three AOPs soils were not disturbed, and CWD 
was placed on the surface to protect the AOP from potential damage by ORVs in the future. 
The third AOP did not receive an application of CWD, as this area was made inaccessible to 
ORVs by strategic placement of CWD on the shoreline on either side of the AOP. 

● All head-cuts that were causing erosion were identified in the streams and tributaries 
within, upstream, and downstream of the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Basin, and within the 
watershed of Violin Lake. Strong action was taken to control these head-cuts using buried 
vertical grade control structures made from rock, boulders, and large diameter logs that 
were placed across the floodplain of each stream or drainage. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Restored wetland within the Cambridge Basin.
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2.2 Construction Actions Completed 
 

Table 1. Total Restored Ecosystem & Habitat Features Constructed in 2021. 

Restoration/ Habitat Feature Total Project Area or Length 
of Restored Feature 

Restored Wetlands Area 65,965m2 

Restored Swamp Area 13,085m2 

Restored Wetland Open Pools Area 31,043m2 

Coarse Woody Debris Areas 2,990m2 

Restored Wet Meadow Area 4,005m2 

Restored Cottonwood Area 1,601m2 

Restored Stream Length 2,055m 

 

Table 2. Detailed List of Construction Actions Completed 

Key Objectives Activities Timeframe Deliverables Accomplishments 

Project Planning, Management and Reporting  

Obtain funding for 

dam 

decommissioning, 

watershed 

restoration and 

First Nations 

engagement. 

● Provide follow-up 

information to the 

Healthy Watersheds 

Initiative Program if 

needed. 

● Prepare and submit an 

application for 

January 

2021 

● Funding obtained to 

proceed with Violin 

Lake and Cambridge 

dams and 

appurtenant 

structures 

decommissioning and 

Completed 

● Funding was obtained 

to decommission the 

Violin Lake and 

Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir dams and 

appurtenant structures, 
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additional funding to 

the Adaptation, 

resilience, and disaster 

mitigation program. 

associated watershed 

restoration. 

and to restore two-

watersheds. 

Recruit project 

team (contractors 

& employees). 

● Hire project staff 

(communications 

coordinator, First 

Nations engagement 

coordinator) (Jan-Feb) 

● Prepare, advertise, and 

issue contracts for 

heavy equipment 

(March – April) and 

other services. 

● Hire field technicians & 

cultural monitor (Feb – 

March) 

● Provide orientation and 

training for new project 

team members. 

January – 

April 2021 

● Full project team 

recruited, hired or 

contracted and 

trained. 

● Heavy equipment 

with skilled operators 

contracted on an 

hourly basis to 

complete the project. 

Completed 

● Heavy equipment 

contractors included 

Sublatus Environmental, 

Impact Trucking, and 

Shopa’s Excavating. 

Obtain 

modifications to 

existing water 

licenses to reflect 

the future 

● Consult with the Dam 

Safety Office and water 

authorizations with 

respect to license 

amendment 

applications. 

January – 

February 

2021 

● Amendments to 2 of 

3 water licenses 

received by the City 

of Trail. 

● One water licence is 

discharged once the 

In progress: 

C113005 (Cambridge Creek - 

Point of Storage) - 

Amendment (Amend purpose 

to Conservation) 
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intended use of 

the site. 

● Prepare and submit 

license amendment 

applications for 2 of 

the 3 licenses. The 

third license will be 

discharged. 

dam 

decommissioning is 

complete. 

C113006 (Violin Lake - Point 

of Diversion) - Abandon 

C113008 (Violin Lake – Point 

of Storage) - Amendment 

(maintain purpose as Land 

Improvement) 

Meaningfully 

engage First 

Nations and 

Indigenous 

partners in project 

planning, 

implementation, 

communication, 

and shared 

learning. 

● Project team supports 

First Nations 

Coordinator in 

establishing 

relationships with 9 

First Nations whose 

traditional territory 

includes Violin Lake 

and Cambridge Creek 

and who have capacity 

and interest in 

becoming engaged in 

the project. 

● Project site tours 

offered to each Host 

Nation to share 

information about 

work completed to 

date and seek input 

into next stages. 

January – 

December 

2021 

● Each of the 9 First 

Nations has the 

opportunity to 

engage with the 

project and is offered 

financial and 

structural support to 

do so. 

● Site tours completed 

with representatives 

of each First Nation 

community who are 

available to do so. 

● Effective and 

mutually satisfactory 

communications 

strategy in place to 

ensure ongoing 

communication. 

Completed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In progress 

 

 

 

 

In progress 
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● Develop mutually 

satisfactory 

communications 

strategy and keep First 

Nations informed 

about the project 

throughout 2021 and 

beyond. 

Obtain approval of 

Preliminary Design 

Report submitted 

for review in 

December 2020 

● Provide additional 

information as required 

by the Dam Safety 

Officer and Habitat 

Officer. 

● Provide final copies of 

archaeology, toad 

survey and 

contaminated soils 

report when they are 

available. 

January – 

February 

2021 

● Preliminary Design 

Report approved, and 

direction received 

from Dam Safety 

Officer for preparing 

Final Design Report. 

Completed 

Obtain approval of 

Final Design 

Report and 

authorization to 

commence dam 

decommissioning 

and watershed 

restoration works. 

● Incorporate feedback 

from review, First 

Nations consultation 

and public input into 

Preliminary Design 

Report. 

● Prepare detailed 

engineering plans of 

January – 

March 2021 

● Final Design Report, 

including final 

engineering designs 

of works. 

● Approval of Final 

Design Report 

Completed 
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conceptual designs for 

submission with the 

final design Report. 

● Authorization to 

commence works. 

Keep funders, 

project partners, 

First Nations 

Communities, 

residents of the 

City of Trail and 

the general public 

informed of 

project progress 

and deliverables. 

Learn from 

opportunities for 

shared learning, 

engagement and 

communications. 

● Complete interim and 

final reporting for each 

funder. 

● Complete a 

construction report 

documenting field 

techniques, with as 

built maps and 

photographs. 

● Prepare a short (5 min) 

video of the restoration 

work. 

● Prepare and share 

project information for 

posting on social media 

by project partners and 

First Nations 

Communities. 

● Participate in 

opportunities for 

shared learning, 

engagement, and 

communications. 

January – 

December 

2021 

● Each funder receives 

interim and final 

reports according to 

their specifications. 

● A construction report 

including field 

techniques, as built 

maps, photographs, 

drone photographs 

and orthophotos. 

● A 5-minute video of 

the project is shared 

with project partners 

and made available 

on project partner 

websites. 

● Project partners 

provided short 

written updates with 

photographs for 

posting to their social 

media feeds 3 or 

In progress 
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more times 

throughout the year. 

● Project and project 

team benefit from 

opportunities for 

shared learning, 

engagement, and 

communications 

through the Healthy 

Watersheds Initiative. 

Pre-construction field preparation  

Lower water levels 

in Cambridge and 

Violin Lake 

Reservoirs in 

preparation for 

dam removal. 

● Maintain water control 

valves open in siphon 

pipe (Violin Lake) and 

at Cambridge Dam.  

● Monitor water levels 

weekly and through 

remote cameras at 

Cambridge Dam. 

January – 

November 

2021 

● The water level in 

Violin Lake is 

maintained at or 

below the final 

elevation of water in 

the lake following the 

removal of the Violin 

Lake Dam South by 

keeping the valve on 

the siphon open until 

construction is 

completed at Violin 

Lake. 

● The water level in the 

Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir is 

Completed 

● Three-pumps were also 

used to remove water 

from the Cambridge 

Creek Reservoir for 

construction. 
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maintained at or 

below the final 

elevation of water in 

the reservoir 

following the removal 

of the dam by 

keeping the low-level 

drain open until 

construction is 

completed at 

Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir. 

Protect potential 

cultural resources 

on site. 

 

Identify and 

document cultural 

resources if they 

exist on the site to 

inform First 

Nations 

engagement in 

upcoming 

restoration and 

potential future 

site uses.  

● Complete 

Archaeological Impact 

Assessment (AIA) on 3 

small polygons 

identified by 2020 

survey as having 

potential for cultural 

resources. 

● Archaeologist will work 

with First Nations 

representatives to 

complete an AIA on 3 

small polygons in 

Cambridge (1) and 

Violin (2). If there are 

delays in receiving 

March – 

July, 2021 

● Authorization to 

proceed with 

Archaeological 

Impact Assessment 

(AIA) obtained from 

BC Archaeology 

Branch. 

● First Nations 

participate in AIA to 

identify potential 

cultural resources in 

3 polygons identified 

in 2020. 

Completed 

● Application for 

Authorization to proceed 

with AIA was submitted 

by project Archeologist. 

No response was 

received from the 

Archaeological branch 

prior to construction. 

● Areas of Potential 

cultural resource sites 

(AOP) were identified, 

marked, avoided, and 

protected.  

● All three of the AOPs 
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authorization from the 

arch branch to proceed 

with this AIA, the 

project works can go 

ahead as scheduled by 

keeping heavy 

equipment out of these 

areas. 

● AIA report provided 

to project partners by 

archeologist. 

● If cultural resources 

are found, a strategy 

is developed in 

collaboration with 

host Nations to 

protect the resources 

during construction 

and after restoration 

is complete (two of 

these areas were 

impacted by off-road 

vehicles in 2020). 

were protected from 

potential future damage 

by ORVs. AOP 1 & 2 

received a surface 

application of CWD 

which was placed on top 

of the soil. AOP 3 was 

protected by strategic 

placement of CWD on 

the shoreline on either 

side of the AOP which 

blocked ORV access to 

the shoreline. 

Control invasive 

plant species 

identified in 2020 

as priorities for 

control 

● Survey completed to 

confirm priority 

locations for invasive 

species control 

identified in 2020. 

● Manual control & 

disposal of non-native 

plants to prevent 

spread during soil 

disturbance associated 

with construction. 

May – 

November 

2021 

● Surveys completed to 

confirm locations of 

occurrences of 5 

invasive species 

targeted for pre-

construction control: 

nightshade, common 

burdock, creeping 

buttercup, wild 

chervil, Canada 

thistle, and perennial 

sow thistle. Invasive 

species plant matter 

Completed 
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● Excavator control of 

non-native species 

along edges of siphon 

trench. 

● Follow-up monitoring 

and control as 

required. 

removal from piles 

along the edge of the 

siphon trench also 

completed with the 

excavator. 

● Manual control of 5 

target species 

completed twice or 

more as needed, 

prior to construction. 

● Control areas 

documented with 

GPS locations, maps 

and photographs to 

support follow-up 

monitoring. 

Pre-soil 

disturbance 

ceremony and 

protocols 

completed at the 

discretion of host 

First Nations  

● Host First Nations lead 

ceremony and protocol 

with respect to the 

land and the planned 

restoration work (if so 

chosen). 

March – 

August 2021 

● Host First Nations 

have the opportunity 

and are provided 

with financial support 

to conduct 

ceremonies and 

protocol with respect 

to the planned 

restoration work. 

ISinixt Elder Marilyn James 

held at Tobacco Ceremony 

at the north end of Violin 

Lake prior to construction 

start. 
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Protect Western 

Toad throughout 

restoration work 

and maintain or 

enhance breeding 

habitat for the 

species. 

Identify main 

shoreline egg-

laying sites. 

● Western Toad biologist 

reviews Preliminary 

Design Report with 

respect to Western 

Toad breeding, 

migratory & foraging 

habitat protection & 

makes any needed 

recommendations. 

● Up to 5 night-time 

surveys completed in 

May and June of adults 

migrating from the 

uplands to the 

reservoir to breed and 

of adults breeding in 

Cambridge Reservoir. 

● Up to 5 daytime 

surveys for egg-laying 

sites in May and June. 

● Up to 5 toadlet 

hatching and staging 

counts in July and 

August. 

● Install temporary 

toadlet fence as 

needed to prevent 

January – 

October 

2021 

● Recommendations by 

Western Toad 

biologist 

incorporated into 

Preliminary Design 

Report. 

● Data gathered about 

the Cambridge 

Western Toad 

population helps to 

refine restoration 

design and 

implementation at 

Cambridge and 

elsewhere on the 

project site to 

support Western 

Toad habitat needs 

through all life stages. 

● A report 

documenting 

Western Toad survey 

efforts, findings and 

any modifications to 

the project plan to 

enhance the restored 

wetland habitat for 

Western Toad is 

Completed.  

● Wayne McCrory (R.P. 

Biologist) and Amber 

Peters (BIT, 

Environmental Monitor) 

reviewed and provided 

input to the Preliminary 

and Final Design Reports. 

A report documenting 

Western Toad survey 

efforts, findings and any 

modifications to the 

project plan to enhance 

the restored wetland 

habitat for Western Toad 

was prepared and shared 

with the project team 

and posted on the City of 

Trail website for viewing 

by the public.  

● Surveys were completed 

to refine the restoration 

design and 

implementation of 

actions to improve 

habitat for the Western 

toad. 

● Western Toads and toad 
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toadlets and other 

amphibians and 

reptiles from dispersing 

into the Cambridge 

Dam removal area. 

● Implement Guidelines 

for Amphibian and 

Reptile Conservation 

During Road Building 

and Management 

Activities in British 

Columbia, Version 1.0, 

March 20, 2020 to 

protect Western Toad, 

Columbia Spotted frog 

(both confirmed on 

site) and other reptiles 

and amphibians that 

may occur on the site. 

● Write a report to 

document Cambridge 

Creek toad population 

findings. 

● Prepare and install 

signage with 

information about site 

prepared and shared 

with the project team 

and posted on the 

City of Trail website 

for viewing by the 

public.  

● Western Toads and 

toad habitat 

protected during 

construction 

associated with dam 

decommissioning and 

wetland and stream 

restoration: using 

timing to avoid 

impact to migrating 

adults and toadlets, 

signage, toad fence if 

monitoring 

demonstrates it is 

needed. 

● Best practices as 

described in the 

manual: Guidelines 

for Amphibian and 

Reptile Conservation 

During Road Building 

and Management 

habitat was protected 

during construction 

associated with dam 

decommissioning and 

wetland and stream 

restoration: using timing 

to avoid impact to 

migrating adults and 

toadlets, salvage 

(capture and move out of 

area to release), signage, 

and toad fencing.  

● Signs were installed to 

alert area users to the 

presence of Western 

toads. 

● Visitors and trespassers 

were informed of the 

presence of toads and 

actions being taken to 

improve habitat for the 

species.  

● These actions were taken 

to improve habitat for 

the Western toad; 

restoring wetlands and 

streams, adding features 

to restored wetlands 
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conservation values 

and species at risk. 

Activities in British 

Columbia, Version 

1.0, March 20, 2020 

protect Western 

Toad, Columbia 

Spotted frog (both 

confirmed on site) 

and other reptiles 

and amphibians. 

● Signage installed at 

property access 

points with 

information about 

site conservation 

values and species at 

risk. 

including toad staging 

areas, small and large 

woody debris, pit and 

mound topography, and 

native plants. Restored 

riparian areas were 

protected from ORV use 

by using the rough and 

loose technique, and by 

spreading an abundance 

of woody debris. 

Establish a 

diversity of native 

wetland and 

riparian plants of 

local provenance 

in restored areas. 

● Harvest native seed 

and collect cuttings on 

site and in nearby 

wetland and riparian 

sites where available. 

● Spread seed and install 

cuttings at suitable 

times for each species. 

March – 

November 

2021 

● All areas of disturbed 

soil are seeded 

and/or planted with 

native propagules as 

soon as possible after 

soil disturbance (seed 

spreading) or as soon 

as soils are moist 

enough in the fall 

(planting). 

Completed. 

● Eva Cameron along with 

3 qualified individuals 

have been harvesting 

native seed and 

collecting cuttings for 

planting within the 

completed project area. 

They have been onsite 

seeding and planting 

native species from 2-4 
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● Plant establishment is 

monitored and 

follow-up re-seeding 

or re-planting 

completed as 

necessary. 

days/week. 

Obtain needed 

restoration 

materials that 

cannot be sourced 

on site. 

● Order native wetland 

and upland grass seed 

blends. 

● Order native plants 

(shrubs, trees). 

● Order rock (gravel) for 

road grading. 

● Source and order 

Coarse Woody Debris 

(CWD) 

● Straw bales for erosion 

control. 

February – 

August 2021 

● Restoration materials 

are ready for use on 

site when restoration 

work begins in 

August.  

● Plants delivered to 

the site for planting 

once soils are moist 

enough in the fall. 

● CWD is sourced and 

delivery in 

coordinated 

Completed. 

● A seed mixture 

containing native plants 

is being used in the 

project area. 

● Gravel was ordered and 

spread on certain 

sections of the Violin 

Lake Road as needed to 

provide access for trucks 

delivering CWD. 

● Rock and boulders used 

for erosion control were 

obtained from the 

decommissioning of the 

Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir and Violin Lake 

Dams, and from the 

decommissioning of 

logging roads. 
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● CWD debris was sourced 

from Red Mountain and 

delivered as needed by 

dump trucks 

 

Ensure public and 

project team 

safety during 

construction. 

● Post information about 

upcoming site closure 

on social media and 

partner websites. 

● Place additional signs 

on all 4 access points 

advising the public of 

upcoming construction 

and site closure. 

● Close unauthorized 

trails around gates. 

● Remove hazard trees 

on the access road. 

● Grade access road. 

● identify high risk point 

along the Violin Lake 

Road and post call 

points and instruct 

project team to call at 

each point to manage 

July 2021 ● Warning signs at all 4 

property access 

points inform the 

public that the area is 

closed for 

construction due to 

heavy equipment 

working.  

● Access road has been 

maintained to make 

site access efficient 

for heavy equipment 

and project team. 

● Call points posted at 

high-risk locations 

along the Violin Lake 

Road  

● Project team 

instructed to use call 

points while driving 

Completed 

● Signs were placed at all 

access points. 

● Trespassers were met 

and directed to leave the 

site. 

● User developed trails 

around gates were 

closed as part of 

construction. 

● The Violin Lake Road was 

graded with numerous 

dips installed to control 

erosion. 

● Call points from 0-9 

posted along the Violin 

Lake Road for project 

team safety 

● VHF radios were 

provided to each project 
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high risk locations for 

project team safety 

● Ensure all project team 

and crews have VHF 

radios for 

communication on site 

and on the road 

● Assess the First Aid 

Certifications of the 

project team and 

ensure that the site 

complies with WCB 

Occupational Health 

and Safety (OHS) 

Regulations. 

● Conduct daily morning 

safety meetings 

on the Violin Lake 

Road 

● VHF radios supplied 

to all project team 

and crews 

● First Aid attendants 

identified and onsite 

as needed to provide 

for project team 

safety and 

compliance with WCB 

OHS regulations. 

● Daily morning safety 

meetings conducted 

and documented. 

team member while on 

site or using the Violin 

Lake Road.  

● Visitors were either 

escorted by project team 

members with radios, or 

provided with radios for 

safety while on site. 

● First Aid attendants were 

on site for the duration 

of the project and the 

project was in 

compliance with WCB 

OHS regulations. 

● Daily morning safety 

meetings were 

conducted and 

documented. 

● Project Construction – Violin Lake  ●  

Remove Violin 

Lake Dam South 

and restore the 

floodplain of 

Goodeve Creek. 

● Violin Lake Dam South 

is removed 

● Vertical grade control 

structures are installed 

● Spillway is filled and 

contoured. 

August 15 – 

20, 2021 

● Violin Lake Dam 

south location is 

restored to a 

naturally appearing 

and functioning 

stream (Goodeve 

Completed 

● Violin Lake Dam South 

was removed 

● Vertical grade control 

structures were 

installed 
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● Stream and floodplain 

are restored 

● Historic borrow pit 

areas are restored. 

Creek) and 

floodplain.  

● Spillway was filled and 

contoured. 

● Goodeve Creek stream 

and floodplain were 

restored 

● Historic borrow pit 

areas were restored. 

● Compacted soils were 

prepared for planting 

using the rough and 

loose technique. 

● Large woody debris was 

spread over exposed 

soils to control ORV 

access and to improve 

habitat for wildlife and 

plants. 

Protect drawdown 

zone of Violin Lake 

from off-road 

vehicle impacts. 

● Protect riparian 

drawdown zone from 

impacts of off-road 

vehicles by placing 

large coarse woody 

debris and boulders at 

potential access points. 

August 15 – 

20 

● Large coarse woody 

debris and boulders 

placed strategically at 

the south and north 

side of the peninsula 

that could give access 

to the drawdown 

zone to off-road 

vehicles. This will 

Completed 

● The soils exposed by 

drawing down Violin 

Lake were restored by 

using the rough and 

loose technique, by 

restoring wetlands, and 

by placing large coarse 

woody debris and 
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protect the sensitive 

shoreline from off-

road vehicle access 

while vegetation 

becomes established. 

boulders. These actions 

will protect the sensitive 

shoreline from off-road 

vehicle access and 

improve habitat for 

wildlife while vegetation 

becomes established. 

Restore Violin Lake 

East Tributary 

● Restore the 105m 

length of the East 

Tributary below the 

road to its natural path. 

● Install log vertical grade 

control in the 

drawdown zone to 

prevent erosion. 

August 15 – 

20  

● Violin Lake East 

Tributary flows into 

Violin Lake in its 

original valley, where 

water can spread out, 

reducing erosion. 

● Existing erosion is 

repaired with log 

vertical grade control.  

Completed 

● The damaged culvert was 

removed and was 

replaced with a rock 

armored, low-water 

crossing. 

● The East Tributary 

stream and floodplain 

were restored to their 

natural path. 

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control structures 

were installed to prevent 

erosion 

Remove & restore 

Violin Lake Valve 

House Area 

● Siphon is broken at 

valve house and 

blocked with cement or 

capped with steel 

August 23 – 

27, 2020 

● Valve house is 

removed. 

● Snake hibernaculum 

built. 

Completed 

● Valve house was 

removed. 

● Debris was removed. 
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● Valve house is removed 

● Concrete walls of valve 

house are used to build 

a snake hibernaculum 

on site. 

● Debris removed for 

disposal (old asbestos 

pipes, etc.) 

● Lakeshore surrounding 

and near the valve 

house is restored 

(pending outcome of 

AIA) 

● Debris removed. 

● Restored lakeshore 

wetlands protected 

from incursions by 

off-road vehicles by 

judicious placement 

of coarse woody 

debris. 

● Lakeshore and wetlands 

were protected from 

incursions by ORVs by 

the placement of woody 

debris, and by the use 

of the rough and loosen 

technique. Shoreline 

areas within the AOP 

did not receive rough 

and loose treatment, 

and CWD was placed to 

protect these areas 

from future ORV 

damage. 

● Wetlands were 

restored. 

Restore Violin Lake 

North Shoreline 

wetlands 

● Soil and rock are 

removed from Violin 

Lake 

● Damage caused by 

motor vehicles is 

repaired 

● Shoreline contours are 

restored 

 

August 23-

27, 2021 

 

● Lakeshore wetlands 

were restored where 

fill and rock had been 

placed in the shallow 

bay in the north 

shore of Violin Lake. 

● Restored lakeshore 

wetlands protected 

from incursions by 

off-road vehicles by 

judicious placement 

Completed 

● Soil and rock used to fill 

Violin Lake was removed. 

● Shoreline contours were 

restored. 

● Wetlands were restored 

in areas exposed when 

water levels were 

lowered in the lake. 

● An ephemeral stream 
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of coarse woody 

debris. 

entering the restored 

wetlands was restored 

and armored with rock 

to control erosion. 

● The rough and loose 

technique was used to 

prepare soils for seeding 

and planting. 

● Large woody debris was 

spread over the surface 

to discourage ORV use, 

and to improve habitat 

for wildlife. 

Revegetate 

drawdown zone of 

Violin Lake 

● Drawdown zone of 

Violin Lake is seeded 

with a riparian native 

grass seed blend and a 

non-persistent 

agronomic cover crop. 

● Drawdown zone of 

Violin Lake is planted 

with riparian shrubs. 

August 15 – 

October 30 

● The 2.6ha drawdown 

zone of Violin Lake is 

seeded and planted 

with riparian native 

species of shrubs. 

In progress. 

● Areas of disturbed soil in 

the drawdown zone of 

Violin Lake are seeded 

with a riparian native 

grass seed blend. 

● Areas of disturbed soil in 

the drawdown zone of 

Violin Lake are planted 

with riparian shrub live 

stakes. 
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● Project Construction – Siphon Trench, Violin Dam North, Diversion Ditch & Diversion Dam 

on Cambridge Creek Tributary 4 

 

Upper Cambridge 

Creek Tributary 4 

Diversion Dam and 

Ditch Restoration 

● Excavator travels up 

diversion ditch to 

access the Cambridge 

Creek Tributary 4 

Diversion Dam. 

● Diversion Dam is 

removed from 

Cambridge Creek 

Tributary 4. 

● Diversion ditch is filled 

and re-contoured by 

the excavator while 

working back out along 

the ditch. 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021 

● 158 linear metres of 

Tributary 4 of Upper 

Cambridge Creek 

restored to its natural 

floodplain 

downstream of the 

diversion dam. 

● Riparian soil moisture 

conditions restored 

to 948m2 along this 

stream downstream 

of the removed 

diversion dam. 

● First of two 

unregulated dams 

removed, and former 

dam site re-

naturalized by the 

project. 

Completed 

● Approximately 158 

linear metres of 

Tributary 4 of Upper 

Cambridge Creek 

restored to its natural 

floodplain downstream 

of the diversion dam. 

● Riparian soil moisture 

conditions restored to 

948m2 along this stream 

downstream of the 

removed diversion dam. 

● The unregulated Upper 

Cambridge Creek 

Tributary Dam is 

removed. Buried 

vertical grade control 

structures are used to 

control erosion. The 

former dam site is 

naturalized. 
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Violin Lake North 

Dam Restoration 

● Violin Lake North Dam 

is removed 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021 

● Second of two 

unregulated dams are 

removed. 

● 140m2 former dam 

site re-naturalized by 

the project. 

 

 

Completed 

● The unregulated Violin 

North Dam is removed. 

Buried vertical grade 

control structures are 

used to control erosion.  

● The former dam site is 

naturalized. 

● The stream is restored 

as part of the project. 

Violin Lake Siphon 

and Siphon Trench 

Restoration 

● Siphon trench is 

reshaped to create 

wetland characteristics 

● Section of siphon is 

removed near the 

siphon outlet 

● Cambridge Creek 

Floodplain is restored 

near siphon outlet 

September 

5-10, 2021 

● 2ha (20,242m2) of 

siphon trench and 

high vertical banks re-

naturalized with 

shallow bays, 

peninsulas, gradual 

slopes, and coarse 

woody debris to 

improve habitat for 

wildlife and allow 

safe ingress and 

egress from the 

water in the trench.  

● Short sections of 

trench infilled with 

soil from the banks to 

Completed 

● The siphon valve and a 

12.2m(40') section of the 

siphon pipe was 

removed. The open end 

of the cut siphon pipe 

was plugged using a 10" 

diameter pipe plug, and 

covered with soil.  

● 2ha  (20,242m2) of 

siphon trench and high 

vertical banks are re-

naturalized with shallow 

bays, peninsulas, gradual 

slopes, and coarse 

woody debris to improve 
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maintain open water 

habitat and create a 

series of pools that 

offer structural 

diversity for wildlife. 

habitat for wildlife and 

allow safe ingress and 

egress from the water in 

the trench. 

● Sections of the trench 

are infilled with soil from 

the banks to maintain 

open water habitat and 

create a series of pools 

that offer structural 

diversity for wildlife. 

● The rough and loose 

technique is used to 

prepare compacted soils 

for seeding and 

planting.  

● Large woody debris is 

spread over the surface 

to control ORV access 

and to improve habitat 

for wildlife. 

● Access roads are closed 

and revegetated. 

Cambridge Creek 

at Siphon Outlet 

Restoration 

● Remove 40m length of 

siphon pipe at outlet 

where it impinges on 

September 

5 – 10, 2021 

● Fill removed from a 

riparian wetland in a 

Completed 

● Soil and rock fill was 

removed from a riparian 
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Cambridge Creek 

floodplain, causing 

erosion. 

● Remove 1m-thick layer 

of fill placed in riparian 

wetland to bury the 

siphon pipe. 

40m reach of 

Cambridge Creek. 

● Erosion is controlled 

by installing a log 

vertical grade control. 

A 40m section of 

siphon pipe was 

removed. 

wetland and along a 40m 

reach of Cambridge 

Creek. 

● Fill was removed from 

the historic floodplain of 

Cambridge Creek.Erosion 

was controlled by 

installing rock and log 

vertical grade control 

structures. 

● Project Construction – Restoration of Upper Cambridge Creek Tributaries, Wetlands & 

Road Restoration 

●  

Restore 168ha of 

Cambridge Creek 

Headwater 

Wetlands & 

Streams 

● 6352m of old logging 

roads and associated 

ditches and culverts are 

removed and restored 

using the rough and 

loose technique. 

● Culverts and fill placed 

in riparian areas are 

removed from the 

streambed.  

● Fill placed in 

floodplains to build 

roads is placed back in 

the borrow pits it was 

August 15 – 

Sept 10, 

2021 (work 

done 

concurrently 

with Violin 

Lake Dam 

South) 

● Road density in the 

1.7km2 area 

surrounding the 

Upper Cambridge 

Creek wetlands 

reduced from 5.2 

km/km2 to 1.5 

km/km2. Road 

densities above 0.6 

km/km2 reduce 

habitat productivity 

for bear, moose and 

other wildlife. 

● 66,490m2of 

compacted gravel 

Completed 

● This City of Trail 

indentified a need to 

keep the main access 

road in the Cambridge 

Creek Headwaters area. 

As a result, road density 

in the Cambridge and 

Violin Lake Watersheds 

was reduced from 2.5 to 

2km/km2 

● 69500m2  of compacted 

gravel road surface were 

loosened, road and 
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previously removed 

from. 

● Diverted streams are 

restored to their 

original stream beds. 

● Road prism is 

contoured into the 

slope and left rough 

and loose to make a 

productive seedbed for 

trees that will seed in 

naturally. 

● 6.6ha of non-

productive compacted 

gravel road surface is 

restored to loosen soils 

that will allow water to 

infiltrate and native 

tree seeds to 

germinate and grow 

productively. 

● Coarse woody debris is 

placed in rough and 

loose soils to add 

nutrients, absorb water 

and provide perches 

road surface 

loosened, 

recontoured, seeded 

with upland native 

grass seed blend and 

ready to grow trees 

when the seeds fall. 

● Streams that had 

been diverted from 

their natural courses 

by logging roads are 

restored to their 

original valleys, 

restoring moisture 

conditions that grew 

large cedar trees in 

the floodplains of 

Tributaries 1, 2, 3 and 

4 of Upper Cambridge 

Creek. 

● Floodplains become 

saturated by restored 

flows and riparian 

trees species such as 

cedar and 

cottonwood seed, 

germinate and grow 

mountain sides 

recontoured, and ditches 

filled. Areas were seeded 

with a native grass seed 

blend. The loosened soils 

will support naturally 

seeding trees and 

shrubs. 

● Streams that had been 

diverted from their 

natural courses by 

logging roads and culvert 

installation were 

restored to their original 

valleys. This involved 

removing 6-metal 

culverts and 3-plastic 

culverts. These culverts 

were barriers to aquatic 

organism passage. 

Culverts were removed 

and natural streams with 

pools and riffles 

restored. Ditches were 

filled, valleys contoured, 

with floodplains and 

stream channels 

restored. Buried vertical 

grade control structures 
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and structural habitat 

diversity for wildlife.  

naturally in the 

restored floodplains. 

● Beaver have access to 

streams in restored 

floodplains where 

they may build and 

maintain wetlands. 

were installed across 

restored floodplains to 

control erosion. Pools 

and riffles were restored 

with boulders and large 

woody debris. Soil 

moisture conditions and 

pit and mound 

topography was restored 

to create conditions 

suitable for growing 

large cedar trees in the 

floodplains of Tributaries 

in Upper Cambridge 

Creek. 

● Floodplains are saturated 

by restored flows. This 

will support riparian tree 

species such as cedar 

and cottonwood seed, to 

germinate and grow 

naturally in the restored 

floodplains next spring. 

● Wetlands were restored 

in timber sale units. 

These wetlands had been 

filled with logs and 

drained to facilitate 
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logging operations. 

Upper Cambridge 

Creek Tributary 1 

Restoration 

● Restore floodplain of 

Tributary 1 in each of 3 

locations where old 

logging roads cross the 

stream.  

● A series of stair-

stepping wetland pools 

are shaped where the 

roads are removed 

from the floodplain of 

Tributary 1. 

● Piles of logs left beside 

the road by past 

logging activities are 

used as coarse woody 

debris and placed in 

wetland pools.  

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control are 

installed to control 

erosion at grade 

changes. 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021 

● Cambridge Upper 

Watershed Tributary 

1 restored to its 

original path. 

● A 20m x 6m wetland 

pool is shaped in the 

lowermost old 

logging road that 

formerly crossed 

Tributary 1. 

Completed 

● The floodplain of 

Tributary 1 in each of 3 

locations where old 

logging roads cross the 

stream was restored. 

● A series of stair-stepping 

wetland pools were 

shaped where the roads 

are removed from the 

floodplain of Tributary 1. 

● Piles of logs left beside 

the road by past logging 

activities were used as 

coarse woody debris and 

placed in restored 

wetland pools. Rock and 

log vertical grade control 

were installed to control 

erosion at grade 

changes. 

Upper Cambridge 

Creek Tributary 2 

Restoration 

● Restore floodplain of 

Tributary 2 in each of 3 

locations where old 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021  

● Hydrological Impacts 

of logging roads & 

associated ditches on 

Completed 
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logging roads cross the 

stream.  

● A series of stair-

stepping wetland pools 

are shaped where the 

roads are removed 

from the floodplain of 

Tributary 1. 

● Piles of logs left beside 

the road by past 

logging activities are 

used as coarse woody 

debris and placed in 

wetland pools.  

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control are 

installed to control 

erosion at grade 

changes. 

a 904m tributary of 

Cambridge Creek are 

removed. 

● Erosion is prevented 

by the installation of 

vertical grade control. 

● Habitat structures 

(perches, cover, 

burrowing areas) are 

created by the 

placement of coarse 

woody debris. 

● The floodplain of 

Tributary 2 in each of 3 

locations where old 

logging roads cross the 

stream was restored. 

● A series of stair-

stepping wetland pools 

were shaped where the 

roads were removed 

from the floodplain of 

Tributary 1. 

● Piles of logs left beside 

the road by past logging 

activities were used as 

coarse woody debris 

and placed in wetland 

pools.  

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control were 

installed to control 

erosion at grade 

changes. 

● Hydrological Impacts of 

logging roads & 

associated ditches on a 

904m tributary of 
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Cambridge Creek was 

removed. 

● Erosion was prevented 

by the installation of 

vertical grade control. 

● Habitat structures 

(perches, cover, 

burrowing areas) were 

created by the 

placement of coarse 

woody debris. 

Upper Cambridge 

Creek Tributary 3 

Restoration 

● Restore floodplain of 

Tributary 3 in each of 2 

locations where old 

logging roads cross the 

stream.  

● Road that caused 

Tributary 2 to be 

diverted into Tributary 

3 is removed to restore 

flow to the original 

floodplain of Tributary 

2. 

● Log vertical grade 

control is installed in 

wetland above 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021  

● Tributary 3 is 

restored to its 

original path over a 

250m length which 

restores the 

hydroperiod of 1500 

m2 of floodplain. 

● Rock vertical grade 

control installed in 2 

locations where the 

roads are removed 

from the floodplain 

to prevent erosion. 

● 155m2 wetland 

restored in the 

Completed 

● Tributary 3 was restored 

to its original path over a 

250m length which 

restored the hydroperiod 

of 1,500m2 of floodplain. 

● Rock vertical grade 

control installed in 

locations where the 

roads were removed 

from the floodplain to 

prevent erosion. 

● A 155m2 wetland was 

restored in the Tributary 
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Cambridge Creek 

Diversion Dam. 

● Logs placed in the 

wetland during logging 

activities are removed. 

● Wetland basin is 

reshaped. 

● Road prism fill and 

culvert placed in the 

floodplain are removed 

and placed in the 

borough pits. Culvert is 

removed and re-used 

or disposed of. 

Tributary 35m 

upstream of the 

diversion dam. 

● Erosion prevented 

through the 

installation of log 

vertical grade control. 

35m upstream of the 

diversion dam. 

● Erosion was prevented 

through the installation 

of log vertical grade 

controls. 

● An existing plugged 

culvert under the Violin 

Lake Road is replaced 

with a new and longer 

culvert to control 

erosion. 

 

Restore 

productivity of 

compacted 

landings and 

staging areas 

● Remove compaction by 

rough and loose 

treatment on 2 large 

landings (one of which 

will be used as a 

staging area during 

construction). 

● Place coarse woody 

debris in soil that has 

been roughened and 

loosened to provide 

August 30-

September 

3, 2021 

● Forest productivity 

and water infiltration 

capacity of two 

landings with a 

combined area of 

16,950m2  restored. 

● Nutrients in the form 

of coarse woody 

debris added to these 

2 landings. 

Completed 

● Used the rough and 

loose treatment to 

loosen compacted soils 

on 2 large landings. 

● Coarse woody debris was 

placed in soil that has 

been roughened and 

loosened to provide 

cover, wildlife perches 

and add nutrients. 
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cover, wildlife perches 

and add nutrients. 

● Established suitable 

habitat for animal 

denning on log landings 

where slash was piled. 

 

● Project Construction – Cambridge Creek Restoration at Casino Gate & Upstream ●  

Restore section of 

Cambridge Creek 

damaged by off-

road vehicles 

driving through the 

stream to get 

around the Casino 

Gate 

● Fill ditch dug into 

floodplain. 

● Contour stream banks. 

● Place large woody 

debris and boulders. 

● Build rock vertical 

grade control upstream 

of the culvert under 

the Casino gate to 

prevent erosion in the 

restored section of 

stream. 

September 

5 – 10, 2021 

● 53 linear metres of 

Cambridge Creek 

restored. 

● Rock vertical grade 

control prevents 

erosion. 

● Access to the stream 

by off-road vehicles is 

blocked by placing 

large rocks and 

coarse woody debris. 

Completed 

● Approximately 53 linear 

metres of Cambridge 

Creek was restored. 

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control structures 

were installed to control 

erosion. 

● Access to Cambridge 

Creek by ORVs is blocked 

by the placement of over 

50 large boulders and 

large woody debris. 

● The ditch that was dug to 

divert the stream was 

filled. 

● A naturally appearing 

stream, floodplain, and 
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stream banks were 

restored. 

● Large woody debris and 

boulders were placed 

along the restored 

stream and floodplain. 

● Rock and log vertical 

grade control structures 

were placed to prevent 

erosion in the restored 

section of stream. 

Restore Cambridge 

Creek access to the 

floodplain and 

prevent erosion. 

● Road built through 150 

linear metres of the 

Cambridge Creek 

floodplain is removed 

and placed on higher 

ground. 

● Floodplain and stream 

banks are recontoured 

to provide access to 

the floodplain for 

Cambridge Creek. 

● Road is placed on level 

higher ground outside 

of the floodplain. 

September 

13 – 24, 

2021 

● 150 linear metres of 

Cambridge Creek 

restored. 

● Ongoing spatial 

conflict between the 

road that was 

displacing the creek 

and the Creek that 

was eroding the road 

was resolved by 

moving the road out 

of the floodplain. 

● Trees removed from 

the new road location 

used as coarse woody 

Completed 

● The section of the Violin 

Lake Road that was built 

through 150 linear 

metres of the 

Cambridge Creek 

floodplain was removed 

and placed on higher 

ground. 

● Cambridge Creek and its 

floodplain are 

recontoured to provide 

access to the floodplain 

for Cambridge Creek. 

● The section of the Violin 
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debris as needed at 

the north end of 

Violin Lake. 

Lake Road is placed on 

higher ground outside 

of the floodplain. 

● The trees that were 

removed were used for 

large woody debris and 

to control ORV access to 

Cambridge Creek and its 

floodplain. 

● An existing culvert for 

Cambridge Creek under 

the Violin Lake Road 

was modified to allow 

for aquatic organism 

passage by installing 

buried vertical grade 

control structures 

immediately 

downstream of the 

culvert outlet. 

Project Construction – Cambridge Creek Dam Removal and Reservoir Restoration  

Remove 

Cambridge Dam & 

Saddle Dam 

● Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam and 

Saddle Dam are 

removed along with 

associated pipes.  

September 

13-17, 2021 

● Dam has been 

removed. 

● Spillway channel has 

been filled and 

contoured to restore 

Completed 

● Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam and 

Saddle Dam were 

removed along with 
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● The deepest portion of 

the concrete core 

under the Cambridge 

Creek Reservoir Dam 

will be left in situ to 

serve as a buried 

vertical grade control.  

● No visible above 

ground structures will 

remain.  

● The small amount of 

concrete removed from 

the core of the 

Cambridge Creek Dam 

may be buried on site 

while building a snake 

hibernaculum. Larger 

pieces may be used on 

site to build buried 

vertical grade control 

structures to control 

erosion. 

● Rock greater than 

15cm diameter will be 

saved and used to 

armor the floodplain 

and stream channel, 

build buried vertical 

historic groundwater 

elevations in the 

floodplain below the 

dam. 

● Vertical grade control 

structures are 

installed to prevent 

erosion in the 

restored path of the 

stream. 

● Streams and 

floodplains are 

restored. 

● Historic borrow pit 

areas are restored. 

 

associated pipes and 

concrete structures. 

● The deepest portion of 

the concrete core under 

the Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam was left in 

situ to serve as a buried 

vertical grade control.  

● The concrete removed 

from the core of the 

Cambridge Creek Dam 

was buried onsite in a 

high, well-drained area 

to serve as a snake 

hibernaculum.  

● Rock greater than 15cm 

diameter was saved and 

used to armor the 

floodplain and stream 

channel, and build buried 

vertical grade control 

structures. 

● No visible above ground 

structures remain. 

● A naturally appearing 

stream and floodplain 

was restored over the 
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grade control 

structures, and ridges 

of rock for use by the 

Western toad and 

garter snakes. 

former dam location. The 

floodplain was based on 

bedrock and armored 

with a layer of rock over 

70cm thick. Rock 

armoring extended over 

1m high on either bank. 

A 15cm thick layer of 

topsoil was placed over 

the floodplain. The 

floodplain and channel 

were built to not erode 

during flood events, or 

when beavers build dams 

across the restored 

stream. 

● A major buried vertical 

grade control structure 

made from boulders 

exceeding 1m in 

diameter was built at the 

downstream end of the 

restored stream and 

floodplain. The structure 

is based on bedrock and 

extends into the banks 

on either side. This 

vertical grade control 

structure was designed 
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to provide permanent 

protection from erosion 

caused by potential 

head-cuts for the 

restored Cambridge 

Creek, its restored 

floodplain, and basin. 

● Historic borrow pit areas 

were restored by 

recontouring, loosening 

compacted soils, and 

covering them with 

organic soils and large 

woody debris. 

Restore a series of 

wetlands in 

Cambridge Creek 

Floodplain in the 

Cambridge 

Reservoir Basin 

● Harvest trees near 

Cambridge Reservoir in 

small patch cuts that 

mimic tree clearing 

activity by beaver.  

● Breached beaver dams 

are restored using logs 

and branches 

harvested on site from 

forest stands east of 

Cambridge Reservoir. 

September 

20-24, 2021 

● Reduced or 

eliminated potential 

for erosion of existing 

wetland soils (that 

were flooded by the 

reservoir when the 

first spring freshet 

flows through after 

restoration work in 

the spring of 2022. 

● Up to 800 linear 

metres of log vertical 

grade control 

Completed 

● 51 Vertical grade control 

structures made from 

rock salvaged from the 

Cambridge Creek Dam, 

and from large diameter 

logs up to 13.4m long 

were installed across the 

floodplain of Cambridge 

Creek and tributaries to 

control existing erosion, 

and prevent future 

erosion. 
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● Vertical grade control 

structures are installed 

to prevent erosion. 

● Existing erosional head-

cuts are repaired using 

log vertical grade 

control. 

● Wetlands pools are 

restored both on and 

off-channel. 

● Valley is contoured to 

support restoration of 

aspen, cottonwood,  

and Western red cedar 

swamps 

installed across the 

floodplain of 

Cambridge Creek in 

the footprint of the 

Reservoir. Trees 

sourced nearby 

Cambridge dam to 

provide logs and 

branches for vertical 

grade control. 

● Up to 26 individual 

vertical grade control 

structures installed, 

including 19 across 

Cambridge Creek 

floodplain ranging in 

length from 10m to 

46m and 9 across 

small tributaries of 

Cambridge Creek 

averaging 9m in 

length each. 

● Vertical grade control 

installed every 15 to 

30cm change in 

elevation over the > 

6m change in 

elevation from the 

● Breached beaver dams 

were restored using large 

diameter logs and 

branches. 

● A diversity of shallow-

water wetlands and 

swamps were restored 

both on and off-the 

Cambridge Creek 

channel. 

● The historic basin was 

contoured to support 

the restoration of 

aspen, cottonwood, and 

Western red cedar 

swamps 

● One small area of trees 

was harvested to mimic 

tree clearing activity by 

beaver. The trees were 

spread in the restored 

basin to control ORV 

damage. 

● The rough and loose 

technique was used to 

loosen compacted soils 

for tree and shrub 
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south (upstream) end 

to the north 

downstream end) of 

Cambridge Reservoir. 

establishment, and to 

control ORV damage 

across the restored 

basin. 

● Large woody debris was 

spread across the basin 

to improve habitat for 

wildlife, and to control 

ORV use. 

● Snags were placed within 

and surrounding 

wetlands to provide birds 

with perches and bats 

with roosting sites. 

 

Restore a series of 

wetlands and 

loosen compacted 

soils in the 

“upslope” portions 

of the Cambridge 

Reservoir Basin 

● Wetland pools are 

shaped outside the 

path of Cambridge 

Creek to provide off-

channel breeding 

habitat for Western 

Toad where water 

temperatures will be 

warmer than in 

Cambridge Creek. 

September 

20-24, 2021 

● Up to 15 wetland 

pools of varying sizes, 

depths and shapes 

built in the reservoir 

away from Cambridge 

Creek. 

● Soils outside the 

floodplain of 

Cambridge Creek are 

treated with rough 

and loose technique 

Completed 

● Wetland pools of varying 

sizes, depths, shapes, 

and hydro-periods were 

built in the reservoir near 

Cambridge Creek. Some 

will fill with groundwater 

while others will fill with 

precipitation. 
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to remove 

compaction from 

water and off-road 

vehicles. 

● Coarse woody debris 

placed in all rough 

and loose areas and 

in wetland pools to 

provide nutrients, 

habitat structure and 

discourage off-road 

vehicle access. 

● Toad staging areas were 

built along the shores of 

restored wetlands. 

● Large and small woody 

debris was placed in and 

around the restored 

wetlands to provide the 

Western toad with hiding 

places. Much of the 

wood used was 

unearthed while building 

the wetlands. 

● Soils outside the 

floodplain of Cambridge 

Creek were treated with 

rough and loose 

technique to remove 

compaction and to 

control ORVs. 

● Woody debris was 

spread over loosened 

soils in the basin to 

discourage ORV access. 

Prevent erosion 

downstream of 

removed 

Cambridge Creek 

● Breached beaver dams 

are restored. 

September 

20-24, 2021 

● Each old beaver dam 

found to have been 

breached was 

repaired with an 

Completed 

● Vertical grade control 

made from boulders 
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Reservoir Dam. ● Vertical grade control 

structures are installed. 

● Wetlands are restored 

in the floodplain below 

the removed dam. 

excavator using 

beaver mimicking 

techniques. Logs, 

branches and mud 

placed by the 

excavator retain 

water, causing it to 

disperse across the 

floodplain in a sheet-

like pattern. 

and large diameter logs 

was used to control 

major head-cuts caused 

by the removal of a 

beaver dam located 

downstream of the 

Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam. 

Establish a 

diversity of native 

species in all sites 

where soil is 

disturbed as part 

of restoration 

works.  

Control non-native 

species to prevent 

their spread. 

At all sites where soil has been 

disturbed: 

● Soil is left rough and 

loose. 

● Heavy equipment 

tracks and bucket 

marks are loosened. 

● Native plants are 

seeded and planted. 

● Non-native plants are 

controlled. 

August 15– 

October 30, 

2021 

● All disturbed soil 

seeded as soon as 

possible with native 

site appropriate 

wetland / riparian or 

upland seed blend. 

● All disturbed soil 

seeded as soon as 

possible with a non-

persistent agronomic 

cover crop such as fall 

rye or winter wheat. 

● Shrubs planted in all 

disturbed areas 

associated with the 

dam removals and 

reservoir re-

● Disturbed soil was 
left rough and loose, 
and heavy 
equipment track and 
bucket marks were 
loosened. 

● All disturbed soil has 
been seeded with 
native and site 
appropriate seed: 
wetland/riparian or 
upland seed blends 
, supplemented with 
locally harvested wild 
seed. 

• Willow stakes were 
installed in areas 
where vertical grade 
was installed and 
there is a greater 
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naturalization. The 

Cambridge Creek 

Headwaters Road 

removal area is 

allowed to seed 

naturally to trees and 

shrubs. 

likelihood of erosion. 

Project Construction – Close out construction areas, plant establishment, fall 2021 monitoring, 

post-construction ceremony & protocol 

 

Restore areas 

impacted by heavy 

equipment and 

construction 

activities 

 

Prevent access to 

restored areas by 

off-road vehicles. 

● Close out construction 

sites 

● Compacted soils in all 

staging areas are 

loosened 

● Coarse woody debris 

and/ or rocks are 

placed to prevent 

access to restored 

areas by off-road 

vehicles 

● Access road is graded 

and graveled as needed 

September 

27-October 

1, 2021 

● Compacted soils in 

staging areas are 

loosened, seeded and 

planted. 

● Coarse woody debris 

and rock placement 

eliminates or greatly 

reduces off-road 

vehicle incursions in 

restored areas. 

Completed 

● Staging areas and 

parking sites have been 

recontoured and 

restored. 

● Compacted soils have 

been loosened. 

● Woody debris and rocks 

were placed to control 

access by ORVs. 

● The Violin Lake Road has 

been graded. Dips were 

installed to control 

erosion. Ridges of soil 

that may have diverted 

runoff have been 
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recontoured. 

Establish a 

diversity of native 

species in all sites 

where soil is 

disturbed as part 

of restoration 

works.  

Control non-native 

species to prevent 

their spread. 

At all sites where soil has been 

disturbed: 

● Soil is left rough and 

loose. 

● Heavy equipment 

tracks and bucket 

marks are loosened. 

● Native plants are 

seeded and planted. 

● Non-native plants are 

controlled. 

August 15 – 

October 30, 

2021 

● All disturbed soil 

seeded as soon as 

possible with native 

site appropriate 

wetland / riparian or 

upland seed blend. 

● All disturbed soil 

seeded as soon as 

possible with a non-

persistent agronomic 

cover crop such as fall 

rye or winter wheat. 

● Shrubs planted in all 

disturbed areas 

associated with the 

dam removals and 

reservoir re-

naturalization.  

Completed 

● Soil was left rough 

and loose. 

● Heavy equipment 

tracks and bucket 

marks were 

loosened. 

 

Revegetation In progress 

 

Monitor site to 

identify and 

control erosion 

and new 

occurrences of 

non-native plants 

that are spreading. 

● Each construction site 

examined for erosion 

by walking the ground 

following snowmelt, 

and after each rainfall 

with significant runoff 

October – 

December 

2021 

 

And 

 

● Any erosion that 

occurs in restored 

areas is identified 

quickly and corrective 

action is taken before 

the problems become 

severe. 

In progress 
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for 1-year following 

construction.  

● Construction sites are 

monitored annually in 

the second- and third 

year following 

construction.  

● Erosion is controlled as 

needed.  

● Each construction site 

will be examined for 

weeds and non-native 

plants in May, June, 

July, and August 2021 - 

2023.  

● Weeds and non-native 

plants that are 

identified will be 

controlled within one-

week of their 

detection. 

2022 – 2023 ● Monitoring and 

reporting on findings 

continues for 2 

additional years after 

the end of 2021, 

though the fall of 

2023. 

● Restoration sites are 

monitored monthly 

for the presence of 

weeds and non-

native plants in May 

through August 

inclusively in the 

2021 – 2023.  

● Follow up control of 

any noted occurrence 

of non-native plants 

and weeks is 

completed within one 

week of their 

detection. 

Post-soil 

disturbance 

ceremony and 

protocols 

completed at the 

● Host First Nations lead 

ceremony and protocol 

with respect to the 

land and the 

October 

2021 

● Host First Nations 

have the opportunity 

and are provided 

with financial support 

to conduct 

Being planned 
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discretion of host 

First Nations  

completed restoration 

work (if so chosen). 

ceremonies and 

protocol with respect 

to the completed 

restoration work. 
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2.3. Construction Photographs 

2.3.1. Cambridge Dam Removal Photographs 
 

 
Figure 3. The Cambridge Creek Reservoir and Dam before it was removed, photo taken in 2019. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cambridge Creek Reservoir as water is being removed for design work in 2020. 
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Figure 5. The City of Trail maintains two locked gates that restrict public access to Cambridge Creek Reservoir and Violin 

Lake. However, individuals operating ORVs (dirt bikes, sides by sides, ATVs) have been driving around the gates each week. 

 
Figure 6. The project was supervised by John Howes (Engineering Technician IV, City of Trail). 
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Figure 7. Environmental monitors were onsite to reduce the possibility of accidental animal mortality during the 

decommissioning of the dams. Work areas were carefully examined for animal life with amphibians, reptiles, and small 
mammals being moved out of work area as needed. 

 
 

 
Figure 8. The drainpipe in the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam was opened to remove water from the reservoir before and 

during construction. A boat was found sunken in the reservoir when it was drained. 
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Figure 9. The drained Cambridge Creek Reservoir. Pools of water remain where soil was dug from the basin to create the 

dam. These pools were not impounded by the dam. Note the rock armoring on the inside slope of the dam. 

 
Figure 10. Only a small area of water remained in the Cambridge Creek Reservoir prior to removal of the dam (August 29, 

2021). 
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Figure 11. The red arrow points to a head-cut in Cambridge Creek, located immediately downstream of the Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam. The head-cut formed when a beaver dam was removed by the City of Trail. Beaver have since built a new 
dam upstream from the headcut. 

 

 
Figure 12. View of the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam prior to removal. 
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Figure 13. Cambridge Creek Basin after removal of the dam. 

 
 

 
Figure 14. The Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam was armored with a thick layer of rock. 
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Figure 15. Pumps were used to dry the area for the removal of the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam (September 14, 2021). 

 
 

 
Figure 16. A filter was placed over the outlet of the low level drain pipe in the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam (September 7, 

2021). 
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Figure 17. Three-beaver ponds immediately downstream of where the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam was removed 

provided additional sediment control for the project. 

 
Figure 18. This dam with a wooden water control structure was identified in the drained Cambridge Creek Reservoir Basin. 
The dam was most likely built to support logging and sawmill operations in the early 1900’s. The logging dam was removed 

as part of the restoration project. The below ground portion of the dam consisting of large diameter logs and rock was 
reshaped to serve as a buried vertical grade control structure to control erosion in the basin. 
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Figure 19. Bidens (yellow flowers) and smartweed (pink flowers) naturally grew in the Cambridge Creek Basin as the water 

was removed during the summer of 2021. These plants grow in wet-meadow wetlands and provide outstanding habitat for a 
diversity of pollinators including bees, butterflies, and moths. Areas of wildflowers were left undisturbed as part of the 

restoration project. 

 

 
Figure 20. One of the main concerns in implementing the project was that juvenile Western toads, a Species at Risk, would 
be run over by contractors driving to and from the worksite, and by unauthorized ORVs driving around the Cambridge and 
Casino gates. Signs were placed at key access points alerting drivers to the presence of Western toads, and environmental 

monitors would sweep and move toads off the road before crews would be driving on it. 
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Figure 21. Rock is removed from the spillway on the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam and saved for later use in building the 

restored floodplain for Cambridge Creek. 

 
Figure 22. The excavator in the foreground removes rock from the backside of the dam while the other excavator removes 

rock from the spillway area. 
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Figure 23. Rock is removed from the face of the dam. The rock is stored in piles along either side of the valley. 

 
Figure 24. The rock removed from the top, back, and front of the dam was used to armor the channel and floodplain for 

restoring Cambridge Creek. The rock was also used to build vertical grade control structures, and to armor the channels of 
tributary streams. 
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Figure 25. The excavator removes soil from the backside of the dam to expose the concrete core in the Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam. 

 

 
Figure 26. One side of the concrete core is now exposed along the length of the dam. 
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Figure 27. The concrete core was 24-inches (61cm) thick and was based on a foundation of bedrock. 

 

 
Figure 28. The concrete core shown here was responsible for the dam holding water. Permeable sandy-loam texture soil 

mixed with rock was used to support the concrete core, forming the top, front, and back of the dam. 
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Figure 29. The excavator with a large breaker is used to dismantle the concrete core in the dam. 

 
 

 
Figure 30. The concrete core was a substantial structure that was reinforced with rebar. 
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Figure 31. The excavator with a breaker attachment removes the concrete core while the dozer lowers the dam, and a 

second excavator creates piles of rock. 

 
Figure 32. The excavator is removing the concrete core while the dozer removes soil from the dam. 
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Figure 33. The red mark shows the excavator operator how much more to lower the elevation of the concrete core. The 

concrete core was lowered to approximately 15cm below the elevation of the floodplain at the same location. The remaining 
concrete core served as a permanent grade control structure to prevent potential head-cuts from advancing upstream. 

 

 
Figure 34. Chunks of concrete are moved from the concrete core to higher ground where a snake hibernaculum was built. 
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Figure 35. Soil is removed to expose the concrete sides of the spillway. The entire spillway structure was removed. 

 
Figure 36. The concrete structure surrounding a valve in the dam is exposed for removal. 
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Figure 37. The excavator with a breaker attachment is used to dismantle the concrete structure surrounding the valve. 

 
Figure 38. A snake hibernaculum is being made from the concrete removed from the core of the Cambridge Creek Reservoir 

Dam. The concrete is placed loosely in the large hole so there will be spaces for snakes to move underground. 
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Figure 39. Cardboard is placed over the concrete before covering it with a thick layer of soil. 

 

 
Figure 40. Boulders with flat surfaces were placed around the snake hibernaculum for snakes to use for basking. 
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Figure 41. The drainpipe in the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam is removed using two-excavators. 

 

 
Figure 42. The soil from the dam is used to shape a naturally appearing valley with ridges, points, and shallow drainages. 
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Figure 43. Calvin Beebe stands where the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Saddle Dam was removed. The saddle dam had been 

built along the banks of an ephemeral stream. 

 
Figure 44. This photo shows the spillway for the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam filled with soil from removing the dam. It is 

now shaped to blend with the surrounding landscape. 
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Figure 45. A wheel loader was used to transport large boulders for building vertical grade control structures. 

 
Figure 46. Large boulders were placed across the valley and keyed into the banks to provide permanent vertical grade 

control to the restored stream and floodplain of Cambridge Creek on the former dam location. The boulders are set on a 
bedrock foundation. This photo is taken where the restored floodplain meets the water in a beaver pond. 
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Figure 47. A Dual-Plane Laser with the laser receiver mounted on the stick of the excavator was used to build the floodplain 

and stream channel on a 4.3% slope. 

 
Figure 48. The floodplain was made level in cross section with a sinuous stream channel being dug 15cm deep near the 

center of the floodplain. Note the laser receiver mounted on the stick of the excavator, just above the thumb attachment. 
The green light shows that the operator is following the planned slope for the stream and floodplain. 
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Figure 49. Large diameter rock saved from removing the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam was used to armor the restored 

floodplain and channel for Cambridge Creek. 

 
 

 
Figure 50. Large diameter rock removed from the surface of the dam was used to armor the floodplain and stream channel in 

a layer a minimum of 70cm thick. 
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Figure 51. Rock is placed along the sides of the floodplain and a minimum of 1m vertically up the banks to prevent erosion 

from flood events and potential beaver activity building dams across the restored stream. 

 

 
Figure 52. A thin layer of topsoil (15cm) thick is spread over the floodplain, but not in the stream channel. 
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Figure 53. This photo shows the restored Cambridge Creek channel and floodplain following removal of the Cambridge Creek 

Reservoir Dam. A wetland was maintained upstream of the former dam where soil had been removed to build the dam. 

 

 
Figure 54. The restored channel of Cambridge Creek averages 2.88m wide with a floodplain from 13.6 to 18.7m wide. 
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Figure 55. Boulders were placed along Cambridge Creek to create pools and riffles. 

 
Figure 56. Here is the restored Cambridge Creek and floodplain following the removal of the dam and spillway. The elevation 

of the floodplain is approximately 15cm higher than the stream channel. 
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Figure 57. Cambridge Creek was restored with pools and riffles. 

 

 
Figure 58. Rock armouring was placed a minimum of 1m vertically on the side slopes of the restored floodplain of Cambridge 

Creek. The rock protects the restored banks of the stream from eroding should beaver build a dam across the restored 
stream. 
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Figure 59. Steel uncovered on the site was recycled.  Boards treated with creosote were transported to an approved landfill 

for disposal. 

 
Figure 60. Over 150 dump truck loads of woody debris that would otherwise have been burned were delivered for use in 

protecting areas from ORV damage and providing critical habitat structure and complexity. 
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Figure 61. Logs averaging 70cm in diameter and from 12-13m long were delivered for use in building buried vertical grade 

control structures and for improving wildlife habitat. 

 

 
Figure 62. Rock not needed for armoring the restored stream and floodplain was moved to various locations within the 

Cambridge Creek basin for use in controlling erosion. 
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Figure 63. Wetland restoration areas were marked on the ground  using a laser and wire plastic flags. 

 

 
Figure 64. Wetlands of various shapes, sizes, types, and hydroperiods were restored in the Cambridge Creek Reservoir Basin. 
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Figure 65. The restored wetlands were made to contain pits and mounds like natural wetlands found in the area. 

 
Figure 66. Large woody debris was placed in and around the restored wetlands. 
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Figure 67. The rough and loose technique with pit and mound topography was used to loosen compacted soils in the 

Cambridge Creek Reservoir and the Violin Lake Basins. The shallow depressions capture precipitation allowing it to soak into 
the ground, controlling erosion and saturating soils. The saturated soils are expected to develop into wet-meadow, shrub, 

and forested wetlands. 

 

 
Figure 68. This log has been buried across the channel of Cambridge Creek for over 100-years. The log is serving as natural 

vertical grade control to prevent head-cuts from advancing upstream. Note how the banks of the stream are higher and the 
channel wider downstream of the log. The log has not rotted because it has remained saturated for years. 
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Figure 69. Here an excavator places a large diameter log across the width of the floodplain to provide vertical grade control 

to prevent erosion. 

 
Figure 70. Large diameter logs were buried across the floodplain of Cambridge Creek and its tributaries to provide vertical 

grade control. The logs were placed to prevent head-cuts from forming that would cause erosion. 
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Figure 71. The logs were embedded deep into the ground so only the top of the log was visible in the bottom of the stream. 

 

 
Figure 72. Logs were also placed at inlets and outlets of restored wetlands. 
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Figure 73. A second “splash” log was placed where there was a stronger stream flow, and on steeper ground. 

 

 

 
Figure 74. The logs served as natural riffle crests between wetland pools in the stream. 
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Figure 75. Sedge sod was placed over and around each log where it was available. 

 

 
Figure 76. A mixture of alder branches and soil was pushed into the incised stream channel both upstream and downstream 

of this log placed for vertical grade control. 
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Figure 77. This photo shows another log placed for vertical grade control where branches and mud were placed upstream 

and downstream of the log. This technique is similar to how a beaver would dam a stream, and is very effective at raising the 
elevation of water in a ditch or stream, without causing erosion. 

 

 
Figure 78. Beaver have built a dam over the top of two logs placed for vertical grade control. Their dam has raised the 

elevation of water in the stream 15cm higher than the surface of the logs without causing erosion. 
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Figure 79. Here is where rock from 15-30cm in diameter was placed across the stream channel and floodplain in Cambridge 

Creek to control a head-cut. The rock was placed in a trench that extended across the width of the floodplain and was keyed 
into the banks of the stream. 

 
 

 
Figure 80. Example of where rock was used to control a head-cut and to provide vertical grade control in Cambridge Creek. 
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2.3.2 Violin Lake Dam Removal Photos 
 

 
Figure 81. Violin Lake before the dam was removed in 2021. 

 
Figure 82. The water level in Violin Lake was lowered in preparation of removing the dam by opening the siphon valve, 

draining water into Cambridge Creek. 
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Figure 83. The lowering water level allowed for the removal of the Violin Lake Dam under dry conditions with no standing or 

flowing water being present near the construction site. 

 

 
Figure 84. The Violin Lake Dam was constructed from permeable sandy-loam texture soil and rock. The dam was based on a 

permeable foundation of organic soil, tree roots, and logs. 
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Figure 85. Large rocks were placed in the ground to provide vertical grade control for the restored stream channel and 

floodplain for Goodeve Creek. Boulders were based on bedrock. The constructed floodplain and channel were armored with 
a layer of rock a minimum of 55cm thick. 

 

 
Figure 86. The excavator is armoring the floodplain and channel for Goodeve Creek with a layer of rock approximately 55cm 

thick. The rock armoring is made to extend vertically up the banks a minimum of 1m to prevent erosion from flood events, or 
if beavers build a dam across the restored stream at this location. 
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Figure 87. The floodplain constructed for Goodeve Creek is from 11-13m wide. 

 

 
Figure 88. The stream channel for Goodeve Creek averages 2m wide. 
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Figure 89. This photo shows the constructed stream and floodplain for Goodeve Creek following the removal of the Violin 

Lake Dam. 

 
Figure 90. This photo shows the restored spillway for the Violin Lake Dam. 
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Figure 91. The drawdown zone of Violin Lake, immediately upstream of the floodplain and channel for Goodeve Creek, was 

reshaped with wetland characteristics. 

 
Figure 92. This photo shows where a road was restored that had been built along the shoreline of Violin Lake near where the 

Violin Lake Dam was removed. 
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Figure 93. ORVs were damaging the mudflats that were exposed from lowering the water level in Violin Lake. 

 
Figure 94. A large volume of soil had been pushed into Violin Lake years ago. This soil was removed as part of the project. 
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Figure 95. This section of the Violin Lake shoreline was protected from ORV damage by using the rough and loose technique 

and by placing large woody debris. 

 

 
Figure 96. Woody debris was placed around this spring on the shoreline of Violin Lake to protect it from ORV damage. 
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Figure 97. Potential archeological sites were protected from ORV damage by placing woody debris over the surface of the 

ground. 

 
Figure 98.  The Valve House, a building that housed the main valve for the siphon that was used to move water from Violin 

Lake into Cambridge Creek. 
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Figure 99. The excavator is removing the siphon pipe that was between Violin Lake and the Valve House. 

 
Figure 100. The siphon building was removed and the site recontoured and restored. 
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Figure 101. One of many wetlands restored in areas of soil that were exposed by lowering water levels in Violin Lake to 

historic elevations. 

 

 
Figure 102. This photo shows one of the wetlands that were restored in areas of soil that were exposed by lowering water 

levels in Violin Lake. 
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Figure 103. Areas of soil that were exposed when the elevation of water in Violin Lake was drawn down were modified to 

control erosion, restore a diversity of native plants, and discourage use by ORVs. This was done by using the rough and loose 
technique, adding large woody debris, snags, and by restoring wetlands. 

 

 
Figure 104. This photo shows how a road that was built to access the siphon pipe and trench was recontoured and restored. 
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Figure 105. Soil was placed in high piles along the edge of the siphon trench when it was dug. 

 

 
Figure 106. The siphon trench was shaped to appear natural with wetlands. 
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Figure 107. Bays with shallow water and points were added to the siphon trench with piles of soil being removed and 

blended with the surrounding landscape. 

 
Figure 108. The narrow siphon trench was transformed into a series of naturally appearing wetlands. 
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Figure 109. The abundance of wood in wetlands restored along the siphon trench will provide habitat to a diversity of 

invertebrates. 

 

 
Figure 110. The excavator is removing the North Violin Lake Dam. 
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Figure 111. Large woody debris is being placed in the valley where the Violin Lake North Dam has been removed. 

 

 
Figure 112. The restored site where the Violin Lake North Dam was located. 
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2.3.3. Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam Photographs 
 

 
Figure 113. The excavator is shown here removing the Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam 

 

 
Figure 114. Here the Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam has been removed. Vertical grade control structures made from rock 

were added to the channel and floodplain to control erosion. 
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Figure 115. This photo shows Cambridge Creek flowing where the Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam was removed. 

 

 
Figure 116. This photo also shows where the Cambridge Creek Diversion Dam was removed. The filled and recontoured 

Cambridge Creek Diversion Ditch (removed, recontoured)  is in the background. 
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Figure 117. This is how the Cambridge Creek Diversion Ditch appears after it was filled, recontoured, soils loosened, with 
large woody debris being placed. The opening in the background is where the Violin Lake North Dam was removed and 

restored. 

2.3.4. Casino Gate Photographs 
 

 
Figure 118. Numerous dips were placed along the entire length of the Violin Lake Road to allow water to flow off the road (as 

shown by blue arrow) and control erosion. 
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Figure 119. Many individuals were driving around the Casino Gate. This unauthorized vehicle became stuck in Cambridge 

Creek north of the Casino Gate (shown by red arrow) while the project was taking place. This action was damaging 
Cambridge Creek and causing erosion. 

 
 

 
Figure 120. Boulders and large woody debris were placed to prevent individuals from driving around the Casino gate. 
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2.3.5. Other Watershed Restoration Works Photographs 
 

 
Figure 121. This stream was restored following the removal of a culvert in the Cambridge Creek watershed. 

 
 

 
Figure 122. Numerous roads were decommissioned and restored within the Cambridge Creek watershed 
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Figure 123. This shallow water wetland was restored along a tributary of Cambridge Creek within a timber harvest area. 

 
 

 
Figure 124. A large number of wetlands like the one shown were restored in areas where trees were cut. 
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Figure 125. This wetland is one of many restored in a large timber sale unit within the Cambridge Creek and Violin Lake 

watersheds. 

 
 

 
Figure 126. One of four large animal dens built as part of the project. These were constructed as part of restoring slash piles 

on log landings within the timber sale area. 
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2.3.6. Aerial Photos Showing the Project Areas 
 

 
Figure 127. Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam before removal (looking south). 

 
 

 
Figure 128. Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam  after removal (looking south). 
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Figure 129. Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam before removal (looking north) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 130. Cambridge Creek Reservoir Dam after removal (looking north). 
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Figure 131. Cambridge Creek Basin-before restoration (looking south). 

 
Figure 132. Cambridge Creek Basin-after restoration (looking south). 
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Figure 133. Cambridge Creek Basin-before restoration (looking north). 

 
 

 
Figure 134. Cambridge Creek Basin-after restoration (looking north). 
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Figure 135. Cambridge Basin head-cuts (before restoration, looking south). 

 

 
Figure 136. Cambridge Basin-head-cuts (after restoration, looking north). The area within the red box matches Figure 135.  
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Figure 137. Violin Lake Dam before decommissioning (looking south). 

 
 

 
Figure 138. Violin Lake Dam after removal (looking south). 
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Figure 139. Violin Lake North Bay before restoration (looking north). 

 
 

 
Figure 140. Violin Lake North Bay after restoration (looking north). 
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Figure 141. Siphon Trench before restoration. 

 

 
Figure 142. Siphon Trench after restoration. 
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Figure 143. Siphon Trench after restoration. 

 
 

 
Figure 144. Siphon Trench after restoration. 
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Figure 145. Timber Sale Area after road restoration within the Cambridge Creek and Violin Lake watersheds. 

 

 
Figure 146. Restored and recontoured road within the timber sale area. 
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Figure 147. Restored wetlands within the timber sale area near Violin Lake. 

 

 
Figure 148. Restored wetlands within the timber sale area. 
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3. As-Built Maps 
Figure 149. Legend for the Cambridge Reservoir and Violin Lake Dam Decommissioning Project As-Built  Maps. 
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Figure 150. Overview of Cambridge Reservoir and Violin Lake Dam Decommissioning Project Area As-Built Maps. 
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Figure 151. Cambridge Creek Basin As-Built Map. 
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Figure 152. Cambridge Creek Headwaters (North) As-Built Map. 
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Figure 153. Cambridge Creek Headwaters (South) As-Built Map. 
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Figure 154. Casino Gate As-Built Map. 
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Figure 155. North Dam As-Built Map. 
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Figure 156. Siphon Trench and North Violin Lake Shoreline As-Built Map. 
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Figure 157. South Violin Lake Shoreline As-Built Map. 
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Figure 158. Violin Lake Dam After Removal As-Built Map. 
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Figure 159. Cambridge and Violin Road Removal As-Built Map. 
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4. As-built Drawings 
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5. Revegetation Specifications & Maps 

5.1. Revegetation Specifications 

Several re-vegetation treatments were applied in the Cambridge & Violin restoration areas. The 

prepared maps in this report show the areas, techniques, and dominant species used. There 

were three areas of disturbance which were not seeded or planted due to the low risk of 

erosion or invasive plant establishment and to enable plots to be monitored for the re-growth 

of species at site without competition from additional seed. 

Distribution and density codes from the FLNRORD  Invasive Alien Plant Program database of 

reference materials are used to measure revegetation density and distributions. 

Table 3. Revegetation Distribution and Density Codes1 

     

DISTRIBUTION 

CODE 

DESCRIPTION  DENSITY CODE DESCRIPTION 

1 rare individual, a single occurrence  1 <= 1plant/m2 (Low) 

2 few sporadically occurring individuals  2 2-5 plants/m2 

(Med) 

3 single patch or clump of a species  3 6-10 plants/m2 

(High) 

4 several sporadically occurring individuals  4 >10 plants/m2 

(Dense) 

5 a few patches or clumps of a species    

6 several well-spaced patches or clumps    

7 continuous uniform occurrence of well-spaced 

individuals 

   

8 continuous occurrence of a species with a few gaps 

in the distribution 

   

9 continuous dense occurrence of a species    

 

Riparian Areas were seeded with riparian native grass blend supplemented with native sedges 

and other native wetland plant seed identified for collection within 100km of the project area. 

90% of exposed soils were seeded with an expectation of 60% vegetation coverage within the 

first year. Expected establishment density of 3, 6-10 plants per square meter and a distribution 

of 8, continuous occurrence with a few gaps in distribution1.  

 
1  BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development. Density and Distribution 

Codes, IAPP Code Tables. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/invasive-
species/iapp 
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This riparian native grass blend is to be supplemented with locally harvested native sedges & 

other native wetland plant seed.  

Canada No.1 Ground Cover Mixture (Supplier: Interior Seed & Fertilizer, Cranbrook): 

● 25% Slender Wheatgrass  

● 25% Streambank Wheatgrass  

● 24% Fringed Bromegrass (coated)  

● 20% Northern Wheatgrass  

● 2% Sloughgrass  

● 2% Junegrass  

● 1% Fowl Bluegrass  

● 1% Tufted Hairgrass  

Upland areas with soil disturbance were seeded with Canada wild rye and supplemented with 

native common yarrow, fireweed, pearly everlasting and goldenrod with 90% coverage of 

exposed soils seeded and an expectation of 70% coverage within the first year. Expected 

establishment density is of 3, 6-10 plants per meter squared and distribution of 7, a continuous 

stand of well spaced individuals2. 

Native willows and red osier dogwood live stakes were collected locally and planted during the 

restoration works in areas of grade control installation and inlet channels. Areas which are live 

staked were planted at 4 stakes /square meter and survival rates are anticipated to be 90%. 

Expected establishment density of 2, 2-5 plants per meter squared and distribution of 6, several 

well spaced groups2.  

Upland willow species were also collected and planted in areas where additional shrubby 

material will enhance habitat and block human access. 

Coarse woody debris (CWD) was applied to the restoration areas in varying amounts to mimic 

natural processes. Density of large pieces of CWD varies across the restoration area as 

recommended on page 2 of the BC “Chief Forester’s Guidance on Coarse Woody Debris 

Management3”, while maintaining a minimum density of 19 pieces of CWD per hectare. 

Invasive plants of priority for control or containment were manually treated at the site before 

and after restoration works. 

 
2 BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development. Density and Distribution 

Codes, IAPP Code Tables. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/invasive-
species/iapp 
3 Chief Forester’s Guidance on Coarse Woody Debris Management. May, 2010. 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/wildlife/wildlife-habitats/wildlife-
tree-committee/wildlife-tree-guidance-policies 
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Monitoring will be conducted in June of 2022. Plots at each restoration site will be monitored 

for coverage density and distribution as well as health. Invasive plant species will be monitored,  

inventoried and treated using the Invasive Alien Plant (IAPP) guidelines. 

Given our observations of native plant establishment in the drawdown zones of the Cambridge 

Reservoir, which have been lowered to below historic levels over the last two seasons for 

planning purposes, we have high confidence that black cottonwood, willow varieties and native 

sedges and brassicas will seed into the restoration area in summer of 2022 and establish in 

disturbed soil and drawdown areas of the wetland restoration. We will monitor in 2022-2023 

for density and distribution of these species and expect succession to these species over time. 
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5.2. Revegetation Maps 

Map Keys are found in Appendix A.  

Figure 160. Cambridge Basin Revegetation Map. 
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Figure 161. Cambridge Creek Headwaters Revegetation Map. 
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Figure 162. Siphon Trench and North Violin Lake Revegetatin Map. 
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Figure 163. South Violin Lake Revegetation Map. 
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6. Post Construction Monitoring Plan: Performance Monitoring 
and Adaptive Management Plan 

6.1 Monitoring of Avoidance and Mitigation Measures 

Monitoring of the implementation of avoidance and mitigation measures and standards to 

avoid and mitigate impacts to fish and fish habitat were conducted according to the conditions 

of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Authorization. Details provided within this report 

satisfy requirements for avoidance and mitigation measures in regards to the construction and 

revegetation of project sites as follows: 

1.  the grade control structures that were constructed at the dam removal sites 

2.  the revegetation and coarse woody debris placement measures that were completed 

within the reservoir drawdown areas 

Demonstration of effective implementation and functioning will be provided by dated 

photographs and inspection reports to demonstrate effective implementation and functioning 

of mitigation measures and standards to limit the impacts to fish and fish habitat. 

 

6.2 Post Construction Monitoring Goals and Objectives 

Goals: 

1. Identify and control erosion 

2. Identify and control weeds and non-native plants. 

3. Measure plant survival and assess the need for replanting. 

 

Objectives:  
 

1. Ensure that the following erosion events do NOT occur, with any required corrective 

measures implemented as soon as possible if erosion does occur: 

(a) Head-cuts and gully formation in Cambridge Creek and in Goodeve Creek. 

(b) Head-cuts and gully formation in the tributaries to Cambridge Creek. 

(c) Sheet erosion and sediment stability/mobility issues. 

2. Revegetate all permanently dewatered areas as per the Revegetation Plan including: 

(a) For riparian areas, complete seeding with native grasses, sedges, and other native 

wetland plants to achieve 60% vegetation cover after one year; 

(b) For upland areas, complete seeding with Canada wild rye and native herbaceous 

species to achieve 70% vegetation cover after one year; 

(c) For the grade control and inlet channel areas, complete live staking at 4 stakes/m2 

and achieve 90% survival after year one, two and five; 
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6.3 Methods, Durations, Frequency, and Locations of Post Construction Monitoring 

6.3.1 Methods and Locations for Post Construction Monitoring: 

1.  Identifying and controlling erosion that may occur. Each construction site will be 

examined for erosion by walking on the ground following snowmelt, and after each 

rainfall with significant runoff for 1-year following construction. The construction sites 

will be monitored annually in the second- and third year following construction. Erosion 

will be controlled as needed.  

2. Identifying and controlling weeds and non-native plants. Each construction site will be 

examined for weeds and non-native plants in May, June, July, and August 2021 - 2023. 

Weeds and non-native plants that are identified will be controlled within one-week of 

their detection.  

3. Measuring plant survival and replanting as needed. Permanent sample plots will be 

established for each work area. Monitoring will be conducted in June of 2022, and in 

subsequent years. Plots at each restoration site will be monitored for coverage density 

and distribution as well as health. Invasive plant species will be monitored,  inventoried 

and treated using the Invasive Alien Plant (IAPP) guidelines. Areas where overall planting 

success is less than the specified target for the zone, as per Table 3 below, will be 

replanted.  

 

6.3.2. Duration and Frequency of Post Construction Monitoring and Reporting: 

Monitoring will occur in Years 1 (2022), 2 (2023) and 5 (2026) after construction. The 

first monitoring inspection will take place in the spring of 2022 after 2021 construction 

and following the loss of snow cover and thawing of the ground. During 2022, additional 

inspections will occur after rainfall events that are sufficient to generate overland flow 

and increase runoff in the receiving water bodies. Inspections will be repeated in Years 2 

and 5 and any additional years until erosion prevention measures are successful. 

 

Reports will be provided to DFO and the DSO on whether the offsetting measures were 

completed according to the conditions of this authorization by providing monitoring reports by 

December 1st of Year 1, 2, and 5 and any additional years until offsetting measures are deemed 

successful by DFO. 
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6.4 Measuring Project Success-Condition Assessment Report Criteria for One-Year Warranty 

Inspection 

 

Monitoring results will be compared to the specific targets in the Revegetation Plan to ensure the 

targets are met as follows, with any required corrective measures implemented as soon as possible: 

Table 4. Success targets and acceptable mortality rate  for revegetation by planting zone.  

Zone Year 1 Year 2 Year 5 

Riparian areas 60% ground cover 6-10 plants/m2, distribution pattern is 
continuous occurrence with a few gaps 

Same as 
Year 2 

Upland areas 70% ground cover 6-10 plants/m2, distribution pattern is 
continuous occurrence with a few gaps 

Same as 
Year 2 

Grade control/inlet 
channel areas 

4 stakes / m2 90% survival, distribution in several well-
spaced patches 

Same as 
Year 2 

Entire area Woody debris at 
19 pieces/ha 

Same as Year 1 Same as 
Year 1 

Coarse woody debris surveys will be completed using standard procedures for sampling woody debris in 

British Columbia such as: TR03 all.p65 (gov.bc.ca)4 

The project will be considered a success if it meets the following condition assessment report 

criteria within one-year of the completion of construction and planting:  

1. The threat of downstream flooding and associated potential loss of life and damage to 

structures that was associated with water storage in the reservoirs has been removed.  

2. Liability risks to the City of Trail have been reduced by removal of Cambridge Reservoir 

Dam and Violin Lake South Dam.  

3. Dam maintenance and inspection costs have been reduced for the City of Trail. 

4. Privately-owned land located immediately down-stream of where each dam was 

removed does not flood.  

5. Major erosion including head-cuts are not present or have been controlled.  

6. Native Plants cover at least specified targets for each zone, as per Table 2 above, of the 

ground surface that was disturbed by construction. 

7. Native plants dominate the ground surface that was disturbed by construction.  

 
4 BC Ministry of Forests, 2000. Technical Report TR-003, March 2000. Research Section, Vancouver Forest Region. 

https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/rco/research/cwd/Errata%20Appendix%203%20page%2034%20TR003.pdf
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7. Conclusion 
This document was prepared to meet the requirement of the FLNRORD Dam Safety 
Program to prepare a Construction Completion Report for the decommissioning of the 
Cambridge Creek Reservoir and Violin Lake Dams. This report also satisfies the 
conditions of the DFO Authorization to report on as-built components of the project,  
due Dec 1st, 2021. The dams were removed in August and September 2021 to eliminate 
risks to public safety, liability, and high repair and maintenance costs.  
 
This report provided construction details of the work and the manner in which it was 
performed based on field notes, Engineering inspection, photographs, and other 
pertinent technical information. As-built drawings and maps were provided for the two 
regulated Dams that were decommissioned, Cambridge Creek Reservoir and Violin Lake 
Dams. This report also details the refined Post Construction Monitoring Plan. 
Appendices to this report include the Environmental Monitoring Report and the 
Engineering Inspection Report. 
 
The project restored wetlands and streams which will function to maintain water quality 
and water levels in Violin Lake and Cambridge Creek while reducing risks to human life 
and infrastructure and the maintenance costs associated with dams and diversion 
structures. Dams and ancillary works were removed and replaced with new works to 
restore historic groundwater elevations in the floodplain and repair natural stream and 
floodplain capacity to store water for healthy watershed function and climate change 
resiliency. These restored watersheds will function to enhance and protect wetlands, 
streams, and riparian to provide for ecosystem function, improved habitat, and 
connectivity for a diversity of fish, wildlife, and Species at Risk.  
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8. Appendix A: Cambridge and Violin Flora Inventory 2021 & 
Map Keys 

8.1. Cambridge and Violin Flora Inventory 2021 
Table 5.  Cambridge and Violin area flora inventory, 2021. 

35+ species, yellow highlighted, were collected for revegetation planting of the restoration areas 

Vegetation 

Layer 
[1]

Scientific  Name* 
English Name* Native / 

Exotic* 

Family 

Tree         

  Thuja plicata western redcedar N CUPRESSACEAE 

  Abies grandis grand fir N PINACEAE 

  Larix occidentalis western larch N PINACEAE 

  Picea engelmannii x 

glauca 

hybrid white spruce N PINACEAE 

  Pinus contorta lodgepole pine N PINACEAE 

  Pinus monticola western white pine N PINACEAE 

  Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas-fir N PINACEAE 

  Tsuga heterophylla western hemlock N PINACEAE 

  Alnus incana ssp. 

tenuifolia 

mountain alder N BETULACEAE 

  Betula papyrifera paper birch N BETULACEAE 
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  Populus tremuloides trembling aspen N SALICACEAE 

  Populus trichocarpa black cottonwood N SALICACEAE 

  Rhamnus purshiana Cascara N RHAMNACEAE 

  Salix scouleriana + Scouler's  willow + 

other species 

N SALICACEAE 

  Sorbus sp. mountain ash N ROSACEAE 

  Crataegus douglasii black hawthorn N ROSACEAE 

  Taxus brevifolia Pacific yew N  TAXACEAE 

Shrubs Acer glabrum Douglas maple N ACERACEAE 

  Sambucus cerulea blue elderberry N CAPRIFOLIACEAE 

  Symphoricarpos albus common snowberry N CAPRIFOLIACEAE 

  Cornus stolonifera red-osier dogwood N CORNACEAE 

  Amelanchier alnifolia saskatoon N ROSACEAE 

  Rosa nutkana Nootka rose N ROSACEAE 

  Rubus idaeus red raspberry N ROSACEAE 

  Rubus leucodermis black raspberry N ROSACEAE 

  Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry N ROSACEAE 
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  Spirea Douglasii Hardhack or Douglas 

spirea 

N ROSACEAE 

          

Herbs - 

Ferns 

        

  Pteridium aquilinum bracken fern N DENNSTAEDTIACEAE 

  Athyrium filix-femina lady fern N DRYOPTERIDACEAE 

  Equisetum arvense common horsetail N EQUISETACEAE 

  Gymnocarpium 

jessoense 

Nahanni oak fern N DRYOPTERIDACEAE 

  Polystichum munitum Western sword fern N DRYOPTERIDACEAE 

          

Herbs - 

Graminoid 

        

  Carex aperta or 

atherodes 

Columbia sedge or 

awned 

N CYPERACEAE 

  Carex utriculata beaked sedge N CYPERACEAE 

  Carex aquatilis water sedge N CYPERACEAE 

  Carex stipata awl-fruited sedge N CYPERACEAE 

  Scirpus microcarpus small-flowered 

bulrush 

N CYPERACEAE 
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  Juncus acuminatus tapered rush N JUNCACEAE 

  Juncus bufonius toad rush N JUNCACEAE 

  Juncus effusus common rush N JUNCACEAE 

  Juncus ensifolius dagger-leaf rush N JUNCACEAE 

  Bromus inermis smooth brome N POACEAE 

  Bromus sitchensis Alaska brome N POACEAE 

  Calamagrostis 

canadensis 

bluejoint reedgrass N POACEAE 

  Calamagrostis stricta slimstem reedgrass N POACEAE 

  Cinna latifolia nodding wood-reed N POACEAE 

  Elymus glaucus blue wildrye N POACEAE 

  Glyceria borealis northern 

mannagrass 

N POACEAE 

  Glyceria elata tall mannagrass N POACEAE 

  Glyceria occidentalis western mannagrass N POACEAE 

  Phalaris arundinacea reed canarygrass N POACEAE 

  Deschampsia cespitosa tufted hairgrass N POACEAE 

Herbs - 

Forbs 
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  Anthriscus sylvestris wild chervil E APIACEAE 

  Heracleum maximum cow-parsnip N APIACEAE 

  Cicuta Douglasii Douglas’ water 

hemlock 

N APIACEAE 

  Aralia nudicaulis wild sarsaparilla N ARALIACEAE 

  Achillea millefolium common yarrow N ASTERACEAE 

  Anaphalis margaritacea pearly everlasting N ASTERACEAE 

  Arctium minus common burdock E ASTERACEAE 

  Bidens cernua nodding beggarticks N ASTERACEAE 

  Canadanthus modestus great northern aster N ASTERACEAE 

  Carduus acanthoides plumeless thistle E ASTERACEAE 

  Centaurea stoebe spotted knapweed E ASTERACEAE 

  Cirsium arvense Canada thistle E ASTERACEAE 

  Leucanthemum vulgare oxeye daisy E ASTERACEAE 

  Mulgedium pulchellum blue lettuce N ASTERACEAE 

  Packera indecora rayless mnt. 

butterweed 

N ASTERACEAE 

  Solidago canadensis Canada goldenrod N ASTERACEAE 
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  Solidago lepida western Canada 

goldenrod 

N ASTERACEAE 

  Sonchus arvensis perennial sow-thistle E ASTERACEAE 

  Symphyotrichum 

ciliatum 

rayless alkali aster N ASTERACEAE 

  Symphyotrichum 

subspicatum 

Douglas' aster N ASTERACEAE 

  Tragopogon dubius yellow salsify E ASTERACEAE 

  Myosotis sylvatica wood forget-me-not N BORAGINACEAE 

  Rorippa palustris marsh yellowcress N BRASSICACEAE 

  Rorippa curvisiliqua curved-pod yellow 

cress 

N BRASSICACEAE 

  Stellaria borealis boreal starwort N CARYOPHYLLACEAE 

  Stellaria longifolia long-leaved starwort N CARYOPHYLLACEAE 

  Coronilla varia common crown-

vetch 

E FABACEAE 

  Lysichiton americanus Western skunk 

cabbage 

N ARACEAE 

  Trifolium pratense red clover E FABACEAE 

  Trifolium repens white clover E FABACEAE 
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  Galeopsis tetrahit hemp-nettle E LAMIACEAE 

  Mentha arvensis field mint N LAMIACEAE 

  Prunella vulgaris self-heal N LAMIACEAE 

  Stachys mexicana Mexican hedge-

nettle 

N LAMIACEAE 

  Iliamna rivularis mountain hollyhock N MALVACEAE 

  Circaea alpina enchanter's-

nightshade 

N ONAGRACEAE 

  Epilobium angustifolium Fireweed N ONAGRACEAE 

  Epilobium ciliatum purple-leaved 

willowherb 

N ONAGRACEAE 

  Goodyera repens dwarf rattlesnake 

orchid 

N ORCHIDACEAE 

  Platanthera aquilonis northern green rein 

orchid 

N ORCHIDACEAE 

  Platanthera dilatata fragrant white rein 

orchid 

N ORCHIDACEAE 

  Platanthera hyperborea green flowered bog 

orchid 

N ORCHIDACEAE 

  Plantago major common plantain E PLANTAGINACEAE 

  Plantago lanceolata ribwort plantain E PLANTAGINACEAE 
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  Polygonum douglasii Douglas' knotweed N POLYGONACEAE 

  Rumex acetosella sheep sorrel E POLYGONACEAE 

  Rumex crispus curled dock E POLYGONACEAE 

  Rumex fueginus golden dock N POLYGONACEAE 

  Rumex stenophyllus narrow leaved dock E POLYGONACEAE 

  Persicaria maculosa lady's thumb N POLYGONACEAE 

  Anemonastrum 

canadensis 

Canada anemone N RANUNCULACEAE 

  Ranunculus acris meadow buttercup E RANUNCULACEAE 

  Ranunculus repens creeping buttercup E RANUNCULACEAE 

  Ranunculus uncinatus little buttercup N RANUNCULACEAE 

  Fragaria vesca wood strawberry N ROSACEA 

  Geum macrophyllum large-leaved avens N ROSACEA 

  Potentilla norvegica Norwegian 

cinquefoil 

N ROSACEA 

  Galium aparine cleavers N RUBIACEAE 

  Tellima grandiflora Fringecup N SAXIFRAGACEAE 

  Tiarella unifoliata foamflower N SAXIFRAGACEAE 
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  Mimulus guttatus yellow monkey-

flower 

N SCROPHULARIACEAE 

  Mimulus moschatus musk-flower N SCROPHULARIACEAE 

  Verbascum thapsus great mullein E SCROPHULARIACEAE 

  Osmorhiza berteroi Mountain sweet 

cicely 

N APIACEAE 

  Veronica anagallis-

aquatica 

blue water 

speedwell 

E SCROPHULARIACEAE 

  Veronica persica bird's-eye speedwell N SCROPHULARIACEAE 

  Trillium ovatum Western trillium N MELANTHIACEAE 

  Daphne mezereum mezereum E THYMELAEACEAE 

  Typha latifolia broadleaf cattail N TYPHACEAE 

  Sparganium emersum emersed bur-reed N TYPHACEAE 

  Urtica dioica stinging nettle N URTICACEAE 

  Viola epipsila northern marsh 

violet 

N VIOLACEA 

  Viola glabella stream violet N VIOLACEAE 

  Viola macloskeyi Northern white 

violet 

N VIOLACEAE 

Moss Layer         
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  Pleurozium schreberi red-stemmed 

feather moss 

N HYLOCOMIACEAE 

  Mnium spp. leafy mosses N MNIACEAE 

  Aulacomnium palustre glow moss N AULACOMNIACEAE 

  Polytrichum juniperinum juniper haircap moss N POLYTRICHACEAE 

  Marchantia polymorpha green-tongue 

liverwort 

N MARCHANTIACEAE 

  Cladonia spp. clad lichens N   

Aquatics         

  Lemna minor common duckweed N LEMNACEAE 

  Ranunculus aquatilis water buttercup N RANUNCULACEAE 

 

8.2. Revegetation Map Keys.     
Table 6. Seeding Areas Key. 

ID Name Description Seed 

1 
#1 Violin Lake 
S Dam 

Seeded riparian grass blend, native seed collected from on site, 
Centennial and Red site, wetland and upland seed. Willow staked and 
seeded steep slopes prone to erosion with riparian grass blend. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) 
Willow Stakes(WS) Seed 

2 

#2 Violin 
South 
Peninsula 

Seeded upland damp seed blend and native species. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

3 
#3 Violin East 
Peninsula 

Seeded upland damp and dry blends and riparian cattail 
 
Seed Blend (SB)  
Native Seed (NS) Seed 
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4 

#4 Violin Lake 
Shoreline 
Valve house 

Seeded riparian native grass blend Upland damp w Canada ryegras, 
Upland goldenrod, fire weed, pearly everlasting, paintbrush. 
Seeded ponding area with sedge and bidens mix from South Violin 
wetland 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) Seed 

5 
#5 Violin Lake 
Valve House 

Seeded with riparian native grass blend with native wetland wet seed 
along lake and wild rye + native upland seed collected on higher area. 
Bidens, sedges and small headed bullrush in deep area. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) Seed 

6 

#6 Violin Lake 
North 
Shoreline 
Valve house 

Seeded pond areas with riparian grass blend and native seed 
collected from near by beaver pond.   
 
Planted willow stacks on manufactured “beaver dams” and along 
road side rocky inlets.  
 
Seeded damp and dry areas with upland damp and dry seed blends.  
 
Seeded golden rod and alder along roadside. Seeded  Douglas spirea 
along damp/dry bench. 
 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) 
Willow Stake(WS) Seed 

7 
#7 Violin Lake 
Staging Area 

Seeded with upland dry seed blend.  
 
Seeded alder collected on site along roadside.  
 
Seeded heavily with golden rod, fire weed and upland dry mix in area 
known to have several invasive plants.  
 
Planted willow along roadside.  
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) 
Willow Stake(WS) Seed 

8 
#8 Siphon 
Trench 

Seeded with riparian seed blend within disturbance area focusing on 
steep slopes and open canopy areas.  
 
Seeded fireweed, alder, Canada wild rye, Douglas spirea and 
elderberry.  
 
Planted willow and red osier stakes along dams and shoreline. 
 Seed 
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Seed Blend (SB)  
Native Seed (NS)  
Willow Stake (WS) 

9 

#9 Cambridge 
Creek 
Roadside 

Seeded with riparian grasses and duff mulched slopes off road prone 
to erosion.  
 
Riparian Grasses (RG)  
Duff (D) Seed 

11 

#11 
Cambridge 
Creek at 
Casino Gate 

Planted red osier dogwood and willow  along creek in high erosion 
areas and on road beside near Casino gate.  
 
Seeded with upland damp seed blend along roadside. 
 
Mulched with duff and forest litter found on site.  
 
Rocked in road cut that was eroding from road run off into creek 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Willow Stake (WS) 
Duff (D) Seed 

12 #12 Roadside 

Seeded with riparian grass blend, fire weed and goldenrod, pearly 
everlasting mix 
 
Seed Blend(SB) 
Native Seed (NS) Seed 

13 
#13 Forest 
Ponds 

Planted willow and red osier dogwood along moving stream and next 
to grade control logs. 
  
Seeded alder, snowberry, golden rod and pearly everlasting on 
upland damp/dry areas.  
 
Seeded with Canadenthus, sedges and various riparian seeds along 
pond edges and stream.  
 
All seeds native and collected from various locations 
 
Removed flagging 
 
Native Seeds (NS)  
Willow Stakes (WS) Seed 

14 
#14 Spear 
Road 

Seeded with upland dry grass throughout disturbance  area focusing 
on steep slopes prone to erosion.  
 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

15 #15 Roadside 

Seeded with upland damp/dry grasses. 
  
Seeded alder along roadside.  Seed 
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Grass Blend (GB) 

16 #16 Roadside Seeded with upland damp/dry grasses. Seed 

17 #17 Roadside Seeded with upland damp/dry grasses. Seed 

18 
#18 Roadside 
pond Reveg 

Riparian seed blend, fireweed, goldenrod, Columbia sedge and cattail 
at pond. Seed 

19 #19 

Riparian grass blend 
Upland Canada w rye fireweed, goldenrod, dogbane, mountain 
hollyhock 
 
Riparian to Upland  
Upland C WR , Fireweed, goldenrod, fogbane Seed 

20 #20  Seed 

21 #21 No seed 

Did not seed. Diversity of wetland marsh species as seed bank, and 
cottonwood saplings here. Works into alder and  Cedar swamp left 
unseeded and hope seed bank will re-establish disturbance. 

Not 
Seeded 

22 

#22 
Cambridge 
South 
Riparian 
Reveg 

Seeded with native seed and shear mulch from basin. 
Willow staked grade controls, at CWD and along pond edges for soil 
stabilization 
 
Native Seed (NS)  
Shear Mulch (SM) 
Willow Stake (WS) Seed 

23 

#23 
Cambridge 
East Upland 
Reveg 

Seeded with upland damp and dry seed mix.  
Seeded native cattail and small headed bull rush found on site. TM 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS) Seed 

24 

#24 
Cambridge 
Soil Pile 

Seeded with riparian mix along waters edge. Seeded upland damp 
seed blend, upland dry to forest edge (fire weed, goldenrod, yarrow, 
pearly mix) 
 
Planted willow stakes at inflows. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Willow Stake (WS) Seed 

25 

#25 
Cambridge 
Basin East 
Upland 

Seeded mima mounds with upland damp and upland dry seed blends. 
TM 
 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

26 

#26 
Cambridge 
East Upland 

Seeded with upland dry seed blend and upland damp blend. TM 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

27 #27 No seed 

Left unseeded because it is the Anemone Can. rough and loosen 
disturbed area. Replanted anemone root masses. Monitor 20222 for 
re-growth. 

Not 
Seeded 
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28 

#28 
Cambridge 
Spillway 

Seeded riparian grass blend and native brassica and grass seed/mulch 
collected on site.  
 
Willow staked what was possible 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Native Seed (NS)  
Willow Stake(WS) Seed 

29 

#29 Upper 
Spillway 
Beaver Pond 

Seeded with a mix of riparian and upland grasses along steep slopes 
prone to erode. Planted red osier dogwood along steep slopes 
throughout polygon.TM  
 
Seed blend (SB) 
Planted Stakes Seed 

30 

#30 
Cambridge 
West 
Roadside 

Seeded upland dry blend. Seeded upland damp and upland  dry mix 
from north partially.  Alder seed, dogbane added. Saskatoon and 
hawthorn planted X 8  
 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

31 #31 No Seed 
Did not seed area, Archaeological site and low chance of erosion, 
good brassica seed bank 

Not 
Seeded 

32 

#32 
Cambridge 
basin North 

Seeded with riparian seed blend and native seed collected on site.  
Willow staked at grade controls, around CWD and water edges for 
soil stabilization. 
Seeded area with native cattail and small headed bulrush. TM 
 
Seed Blend (SB)  
Native Seed (NS) 
Willow Stake (WS) Seed 

33 

#33 
Cambridge 
West Upland 

Seeded with upland damp and dry seed blend. Willow stakes in 
tributary inlet areas. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) 
Willow Stakes (WS) Seed 

34 

#34 
Cambridge 
West Upland 
Reveg 

Seeded with upland damp seed blend, replanted cotton wood 
seedlings. 
 
Seed Blend (SB) Seed 

 
Table 7. Seed Collection Areas Key. 

ID Name Description 

1 SC wetland seed collected in cedar swamp to marsh area 

2 SC 
beaver marsh seed collection area. Manna grass, sedges, canadanthus, geum, other 
native wetland grasses and forbes. 
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3 SC 
collected wetland swamp and marsh seed by hand and sheared to mulch disturbed 
soil areas during restoration. 

4 SC 
East area seed and stake collection 
for a diversity of willow, red osier, native forbes, sedges and grasses. 

5 SC Collected willow, red osier and some goldenrod and fireweed seed. 

6 SC 
Beaver pond seed collection area. Manna grass, geum, canadenthus, other native 
grasses and forbes. 

 
Table 8. Seed and Live Stake Collection Points Key. 

ID Name Description 

1 SC Red osier, willow stakes and alder seed collected 

2 SC Willow stake collected 

3 SC Mountain hollyhock and Willow collected 

4 SC 
Seed Collection 14/09/2021 including Hierachlium, small headed bullrush, Canada 
blue rye 

5 SC 
Seed Collection 14/09/2021, including Sedges, Erythranthe, Fragrant Raine orchids 
small flowered bullrush 

6 SC 
Seed collection area wetland types and upland moist and dry collection. Followed 
Pilgrim trail and off of it. Some upland dry yarrow, goldenrod and fire weed. 

7 SC 
Black Jack seed collection area goldenrod, fire weed, pearly everlasting, yarrow and 
willow stakes. 

8 SC 

South Cambridge basin seed collection area. Brassicas and bidens and a variety of 
forbes and grasses  sheared where flagged for construction and also collected seed by 
hand. 

9 SC 
Between Red top-boneyard and Dragon trail. Variety of  wetland species collected 
with KNPS. 

10 SC Seed collected Common goldenrod, nettle, dogbane 

11 SC willow stake collection 

12 SC Willow stake collection done on both sides of road 

13 SC willow and red osier stake collection 

14 SC Douglas spirea seed collected 

15 SC willow stakes, goldenrod collected 
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Table 9. Invasive Species IAPP Codes5 

Species 

IAPP 

code 

  
Wild Chervil  WC 

Oxeye Daisy OD 

King Devil 

hawkweed KH 

Perennial Sowthistle PS 

Canada Thistle  CT 

Common Burdock  BU 

Meadow buttercup MB 

Plumeless thistle PT 

Daphne mezereum none 

 

Table 10. Invasive Species Points Key. 

ID Name Description 

1 IP-V02 

Violin Lake shed @ canal intake 
8 m x 31 m 
Common Burdock  
Creeping buttercup 
Oxeye daisy 
Manual treatment of all 2021. ISCBC crew, cut seed heads, hand pulled. Tom Buried 
topsoil during machine work. Reveg crew hand dug some burdock and seeded heavily 
with upland seed collection. 

2 IP-V01 

East side of Violin lake @ stream 
2m x 15 m 
Canada thistle 
Wild Chervil 
King devil hawkweed 
Rough and loosen during machine work 
Manual treat all 2021 and check along road. 

3 IP-C01 

Cambridge Dam 
6 m x 100 m 
Yellow Hawkweed 
Spotted Knapweed 
All low priority for treatment. Keep Dam mowed during season before restoration 

 
5 (Ministry of Forestry, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development, Invasive and Alien Plants 
Program https://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/hm/iapp/) 
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works. 
 
Deadly Night Shade 1mx1m-Manual treatment 2020, monitor in 2021 

4 IP-C02 

Below dam 
25 m x 25 m 
Canada thistle 
Bull thistle 
low priority for treatment 

5 IP-C03 

Reservoir 
20 m x 30 m 
Yellow Hawkweed 
low priority for treatment 

6 IP-C04 

Logged area on both sides of road, widely distributed, patches. 
Wild Chervil- manual treatment 202. rough and loosen during machine works. 
Yellow hawkweed- low priority for treatment 

7 RC 

Reed canary grass Area 2x2 metre Density 4 and Distribution 6 
ISSBC crew hand forked, bagged in August. Reveg crew hand forked, cut, bagged and 
left on stumps to desiccate, Seeded with native seed. 
20x5 Wild chervil, into snowberry= ISSBC cut flower heads before seeding and 
bagged. Machine works rough and loosened snowberry area for patch logging access. 

8 SK 
Spotted knapweed 2m xl x20m 
Seeded area of disturbed soil with Canada wild rye 

9 SK 
Spotted knapweed etc. Scraped topsoil and buried before using as staging for works. 
Seeded after 

10 PT 

Plumeless thistle on edge of slash burn pile 
Remove flower heads, do not move soil or seed from site 
Seeded disturbed soil heavily with Canada rye 

11 PT 

Plumeless thistle 
Extends north and south along siphon trench  
Seeded with riparian grass blend and Canada wild rye to compete. cut and bagged 
some seed heads. 

12 B 
Burdock 
Cut and bagged seed heads before machine works 

13 IP 
Daphne mezereum. In patch logging area edge. One very old plant with seed, many 
seedlings. Distribution 4 Density 4 Area 10 x10 metre. Hand pulled and cut. 

 
Table 11. Revegetation Points Key. 

ID Name Label Description 

1 
10 Roadside 
Culvert R1 

Seeded along stream and roadside up and down hill with riparian and 
upland damp native seed blend.  
 
Mulched along stream edge and roadside with duff found on site. 
 
Riparian Grasses (RB) 
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Seed Blend (SB) 
Duff (D) 

2 Headcut R2 Willow staked and clods added to broaden channel 

3 
Cambridge 
Pond Reveg R3 

South end of pond riparian grass mix + native seed collection seeded, 
shear mulched, willow staked 

4 Headcut R4 
Headcut. Pink ribbon marks willow and clods added to broaden 
channel. 

5 
Cambridge 
Inflow Reveg R5 

Inflow willow staked. Spoil pile seeded here and north w fireweed and 
riparian upland mix. Pearly, arrow, cow parsnip.EC 

6 Beaver pond R6 
Leave rough and loose and grade control to reveg naturally. Beaver in 
area. Monitor 2022 for beaver actions. 
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9. Appendix B: Engineering Inspection Reports, Sealed As Built 
Drawings  

9.1. Engineering Inspection Reports 
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9.2 As Built Sealed Drawings by McElhanney 
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10  Appendix C: Archaeology Summary Letter for Avoidance and 

Protection of Identified Areas of Archaeological Potential 
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